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INTRODUCTION
The Field of the Thesis.
The Aim and Purpose of the Thesis,
The Need of Treatment of this Subject,
The Limitations of the Thesis
The Definitions of Terms
II
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INTRODUCTION
The Field;
It is a remarkable fact, a true fact, that
often social emphases are wrongly placed. The external
features are viewed hurriedly, and attempts to change
conditions are made through external pressure. A new law
Is enacted, new policemen are hired, and all Is assum.ed
to be well. This has not proved successful. Neither
will matters come out alright of themselves, as the more
hopeful think they will. If a spring Is m.uddy, the waters
that issue fromi it are also clouded and less pure and
beautiful than is their possibility of being. If the
springs of life are miUddy, there Issues from them condi-
tions of social unrest, immorality, unhapplness and in-
creasingly undesirable and dangerous diseases which sap
from human existence its zest and its great meaning.
To attempt to cure social disorders of the day the re-
former must look to the inner springs of such disorders.
If conditions in the home were ideal the results so
noticeable today would perish for lack of cause. It Is
1
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a very trite idea that for every effect produced there
must have been a cause. Yet, in the outward flowering
of the life of the family the effects have been full of
change, evoking comment from pulpit and press. But the
family goes uncared for.
It is with the field of the social and
religious tendencies of this institution, - the family,
that this study will deal. It will in no sense be com-
plete, just as no completeness is to be found in any
one treatment of a given subject, but it will be sincere
and to the point.
If
c
Aim and Purcoae of Thesis:
With the unprecedented popularization of
education, the peculiarities and inefficiencies of the
curriculum have been unnoticed, for the most part, until
recently.
Sociology may be classed as one of the
newer sciences. Its application and direction, its
range and contributions to human knowledge, are yet to
have their greatest usefulness. The generous applica-
tion of the academic principles of sociology and its
closely related studies is yet to be made. Herein is
to be noted a mistake in human procedure. For instance,
the curriciila of schools and colleges throughtout
America, and on the Continent, have included a variety
of studies of a cultural and practical nature which
only modern progressiveness can parallel or account for.
Specialization has been evident. Practicability has
been duly courted. But, strangely enough, in the at-
tempt to classify and explain all the intricacies of
the universe, and to becom.e familiar with the bequests
of all antiquity, the basic institution upon 1*1 ich the
toweririg superstructure of society has been builded.
3
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has been neglected and overlooked. Men have studied
with laborious and painstaking sincerity the breeding,
habitation and organization among the lower aniinals.
However invaluable all this knowledge and research is,
it has been allowed to go unapplied to the family.
Self-satisfied intellectual ism has presumed to pass
safely by on the other side. Attention to the social
and religious significance of the family is a new phase
of study. The purpose of this thesis is to study the
tendencies of these two phases of fam.ily life in the
modern farr.ily.
4
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The Need of Treatment:
The present status of the family is not a
fixed or a desirable one.
"Throughout Western civilization problems in
respect to the family are combing to thp front# For
the past three centuries men have devoted them-
selves to the reconstruction of economic, political,
religious and educational institutions, but have,
up to very recent years, utterly neglected that
m.ost im.portant and miost fundamental of all insti-
tutions - the family," 1
Professor Dealey suggests that, if there must be alterations
and modifications, these developments and changes ought not
to go unheeded. Forethought and insight should chaiacter-
ize a high civilization such as the present, and, if such
be true, every modification of the family should be under-
stood, controlled, and directed by intelligence. The
family is the very heart of all social life. It is the
centre, the germ, and nursery of modem achievem;ents and
institutions. Apparently the increase in divorce, the
decline in marriage, and the decrease in the birth rates,
the imjTiensity of that institution of horror - commercial-
ized vice; and the disappearance of the moral and religious
influence in family life, would demand a new and m.ore
^Dealey, The Family in its Sociological Aspects , p. 1
5
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intimate appraisal of the present tendencies. The vital
relations have been let go, and diligence has been applied
to situations and subjects of lesser importance. The family
needs to be reaffirmed as a holy, a sacred, institution,
and as such it must be builded on secure foundations. A
rational program of education m.ust be forthcoming which
will em^brace and enhance the breadth and depth of its
soundings. To it scholarship must apply its products of
research in an effort to save first the present civilizat-
tion and culture, and, that once accomplished, to build
upon it a greater, more beautiful and durable, as well
as usable, superstructure, so intensely worthwhile that
it shall not perish from* the earth. In his recent treat-
ment of a study in the field of eugenics titled "The
Fruit of the Family Tree" . ^ Edward Wiggam suggests in
his dedicatory statem,ent a very laudable purpose in writ-
ing the volume. He dedicates it to:
"THE HEALTH, INTELLIGENCE, AND BEAUTY OF UNBORN".
Add to this happiness, in order to maintain the real goal
of miarriage and family life, and the aim of writing this
thesis is also phrased in the light of its need. To se-
cure a right appraisal of the family and its functions is
^Bobbs Llerrill, Indianapolis, 1925.
6
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to secure for posterity these desirable qualities. Such
is the aim in setting forth in a brief study the products
of an extended research air.ong the foremost authorities of
the time, the conclusions justly diavm, and the recommenda-
tions in the light of the situation as it appears to exist.
»r
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The Limitations of the Thesis:
It is a difficult and perplexing matter,
when approaching a study on a subject of such supreme
importance and of so many ramifications, to suitably
limit and confine the treatment to bounds not too far
afield. The history of the family through all the devious
and winding pathways of human existence as told by anthro-
pology and kindred sciences is a wealth of interest and
discovery. Its allied and subsequent tributaries and
products defy classification or elaboration befitting
their magnitude. The vast m.eaning and sway of love is
yet to be fully understood. The whole history of mar-
riage would be in point if a general study of the family
were to be m.ade without definite limitations. The ad-
vances of the family and of civilization have been inter-
active and reciprocal. The part that religion has played
in advancing the fam-ily and civilization would in itself
make an interesting study. By enshrining the fam.ily as
a social institution, the church has made an important
contribution to hum^n happiness and all that goes into
the m.aking of better men and women, physically, socially,
intellectually and spiritually.
8
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AH of these aspects and others would each
afford a fruitful reward for study. But, in order to
confine this thesis to a smaller, though equally fruit-
ful field, the treatment will deal with the subject:
" The Social and Religious Tendencies of the iv^odem
Family. "
9
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Definition of Terms:
The title of this thesis imposes some very
definite limitations regarding definitions as to the ex-
tent and character of the subject under consideration.
The Family to be dealt with is the Modem Family , the
family of the present time. With the present family,
as with a patient, a diagnosis is to be m.ade. What are
the signs of the times in reference to society's oldest
and most precious institution? Do the tendencies bode
fair or ill for the perpetuity and imiprovement of that
institution? The social and religious tendencies are
of great importance as indices to the vitality and the
future attainment of any people, civilization, or race*
Of these two necessary and deep-rooted features of
every culture, age, and variety of human activity, this
study of familial tendencies will treat. This study
will seek to set forth answers to the questions and
implications which modern family life forces on those
who would think soberly with regard to the family.
As the early Greek philosophers contended
that "all is change", so indeed is this true in family
life. Within a com^paratively brief time changes have
10
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taken place within the family, negating that which cen-
turies have tried to fix as permanent upon it. Women,
by the surge of their genius and social importance, have
lifted the dead weight of traditional inferiority from
their shoulders and hurled it from them, never to return.
In the advancem.ent of wom.en is the rainbow promise of a
higher culture and a m.ore lasting progress.
The normal family is composed of several
interdependent parts, each having its function to per-
form. The farr.ily conforms to the standards of living
more or less recognized. The results of these standards
of family life are in the form of contributions to
social welfare. The family that is above or below
normal does not represent the usual meaning of the word.
The family is composed of a triad of personalities, -
the father, the mother, and the child. It is a divine-
ly instituted relation between m.an and woican for the
protecting, rearing, and education of the race under
the best conditions. The normal fam.ily implies that
the physical and spiritual perpetuation of the race is
its aim; that improvement and enhancement of the physi-
cal and the spiritual elem.ents of the species is possi-
ble, and only so through marriage, the epitome of all
11

fine relations, - of friendliness, love, attraction, com-
radeship, - a totaJ. blending of soul and body which is not
complete without children.^
The family has two functions according to
2
Dewey and Tufts. As a smaller group, it has the capac-
ity of bringing out qualities of affection and character
which cannot be displayed in the larger group; and
secondly, it is for the purpose of training citizenship
for the larger group. It is not for economic purposes;
it is for the progress guid perpetuation of the race.
About the home as created by the faniily, life's sweetest
memories entwine. In prose, verse, and song the litera/-
ture of the centuries bears testimony in radiant and
eloquent words to this statement. In family life the
ideals and sentiments which have created civilizations,
destroyed kingdoms and explored trackless unknowns
have been generated and passed on from parents to children.
But, back of all this, there lies a story too dark and
merciless for imagination in the light of modern wisdom
and culture. To really appreciate the family a study
of its history should be undertaken. Those who live
in the twentieth century can never appreciate women and
^Adler, Marriage and Divorce
,
Chapter I.
2Ethics
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the family until a glimpse is had at the abysmal depths
from whence they have risen.
13
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CHAPTER I
The Family and The Social Revolution:
A. Changes of the Nineteenth Century:
1« New individualism
2. Democracy's mark
3. Industry's effect
4. Less cohesion as a social unit
B. Revolution in Woman's World:
1. Education and new realization
2« Change in work
C. Feminism, - powerful, perilous
1, Part of progress
2, Accomplishments and the futiore
3, Radicalism's dangers
D. Tte Present Problems of the Family
1« Maladjustment to social conditions
2, Lack of harmony within the family
3, The influence of urban life
4, The problem of marriage and
birth rates.
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CHAPTER I
The Family and The Social Revolution:
A. Changes of the Nineteenth Century:
!• New individualism
2. Democracy's mark
3. Industry's effect
4. Less cohesion as a social unit
B. Revolution in Woman's World:
1. Education and new realization
2« Change in work
C. Feminism, - powerful, perilous
1, Part of progress
2« Accomplishruents and the futiore
3. Radicalism's dangers
D. Tte Present Problems of the Family
1, Maladjustment to social conditions
2, Lack of harmony within the family
3, The influence of urbstn life
4, The problem of marriage and
birth rates.
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A, Changes of the Nineteenth Century:
1. The New Individualism :
Contemporaneous with the Industrial Revolve
tion, the family underwent changes which were of major
importance. There was, in reality, a social revolution.
The individualism which brought forth democracy con-
tinued to develop into a more virulent form. Speaking
of the potency of individualism in America, Dr. Thwing,
of Western Reserve University, says:
"It is felt strongly and widely. It
is seen in the emphasis placed on the in-
dividual as a factor in the administration
of civil government. It is seen in the
disregard and silmost contempt for "blood".
It is seen in the legal rights given to
women, and in all the discussion regarding
their 'rights'. It is seen in the move-
ment for the higher education of girls.
It is seen in all those conditions of
social life which open larger spheres of
work to women. All these results signify
the corresponding shrinkage of the family.
The mutual rights and duties of its mem-
bers have been lessened. The home, as a
home, has less influence over husband,
wife and children. The family is divided
by diverse educational, social, and ecclesi-
astical preferences. The personal interests
of all the merabers have increased in number
and importance, , . The cosmopolitan
character of even the most private life has
tended to separate and to individualize the
position of each member,"
^Thwing, The Family an Historical and Social Study
, pp,
c
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2. Democraoy^s Ltok:
The sweep of modern democracy has had its
deep effect: on the family as well as on the institutions
of church and state in regard to their mutual relations
and administration. It is not to be denied that America
is riding foremost in the great wave of social progress.
The United States has been for a period of years, and is
now, working out the problems which other nations will,
in time, face. In all probability they will accept the
dictum of America . In America, blessed with the free-
dom of expression to be secured only in a democracy
where Church and State are separate and free from all
the trammels of the established order, the problems of
society are receiving attention unprecedented and in-
comparable to any in the annals of history. Education
of the masses and economic prosperity ma^e possible an
intelligent control resulting in a general evolution of
the whole social organism. Diaries and histories of
early Colonial days are scarcely believable in the light
of the progress of society in the last century. De-
spite the crudities, errors, amd inefficiencies that
still exist, the modern farr.ily represents a movement
toward a higher type of family. The modern family is
II
I
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an aid to the forces of democracy. When the present
period of transition and adjustment is past and there
emerges the product which has come up through much
tribulation, it will be a happier family, a spiritually
closer union of personalities, an economic success and
an educational and religious force not to be compared
to schools and churches with their part time contacts*
Toward the task of ideal domestic morals, religion and
democracy have been working since the dawn of Chris-
tianity. There came the recognition of a person as
a being worth more than a sheep, or even many sheep.
To the dark world into which Jesus came life was not
precious, women were slaves, children were killed or
allowed to live at the caprice of parents. Dr. Glover^
well describes the conditions into which a child was
born in that time by his citations of letters from
men to their wives as to whether the child should be
allowed to live or not, Christianity has refused to
be enslaved* It defies the shackels of tradition
and dogma. Democracy and a new social consciousness
are partners with Christianity in its emphasis upon
the family as a religious, as well as a social.
Glover, The Jesus of History ,
rr
r
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institution. But the task at hand is neither the
pleasurable occupation of dreaming of a roseate future
nor the comfortable delight of basking in the sunshine
of past achievement,
3. Industry's Effect ;
The sociaJL revolution has more than one
aspect. Democracy, and its accompanying features, are
but one phase of this new era. Industry in its revo-
lution entered the family and took the father to the
factory at the shrill blast of the whistle, where he
labored at a machine doing his set operation, never
seeing the product finished under his hand. Here he
worked till dark. Being absent from his home his
influence on the ideas and life of the family were
much lessened. But that is not all the industrial
revolution did to the home. It did infinitely more.
It took the mother, and then the child, to the grim
and relentless grind of the wheels of industry.
Children and women could operate machines, and their
labor was found to be cheaper. The evils and per-
versions of the system must have been serious from
the first, as history describes the long story of
the fight which at last freed England from the curse
of the most harmful forms of labor. In America,
r(I
the system has never been as infinitely base as in
England; but, certainly the conditions that obtain to-
day are not in keeping with social progress, humani-
tarian ideals, or religious teachings of brotherhood,
justice, or liberty. Women are forced to work be-
cause of low wages paid to heads of families, and
the inducement on the part of employers to substitute
chee^ labor for higher priced labor. In a survey of
twenty-one industries by the U, S, Department of In-
dustries,^ the wages of women workers are found to
range between $10,00 and $18,00 per week. They work
on an average of seven and one-half hours per day for
an average wage of |13.54 per week. In 1932 the
Massachusetts Department of Industries found that of
the 206,000 women workers in the state 2^ received
less than $10,00 per week,
Z9fo received^ a wage of JlO to |15 per week
40fa " a ^age of p,s ^ to $20 per week
20fo " a t/age of \izo to $25 per week
9fo "a wage of |25 ©r over " "
The injustice to society in enslaving
the mothers and potential mothers is hardly estimable.
Industrial work effects the mother's health and vitality
Bulletin of Massachusetts Bureau of Industries
2 n n It n ti
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for she usually does a day's work in the factory and
another at home in the evening. No mother can labor
under the strain of such a program without depriving
her children of social and religious training, and,
infinitely worse, the children are born less robust
and able to cope with the vicissitudes of infancy.
If the industrial system has come to say, which seems
likely in our highly specialized civilization, the
father must be paid an income that will be sufficient
to support a family, and motherhood must be paid for
its pricelessly essential contribution to the species,
and the best type of the species. Ancestor worship
is wrong, but a little adoration and concern in refer-
ence to posterity would solve a thousand ills and woes
writ large on the faces of humanity. Infant mortality
and working mothers are definitely correlated, as sta-
tistics show in every case. ^ Babies have less
chance of survival in the homes of working mothers.
Less cohesion as a go61al unit^
TOthin the family the mode of living haa
bean changed remarkably. The old hospitality of a few
years ago departed with the advent of the canned won^-
ders of the corner grocery. There is no more such
No statistics are quoted as they are rather
generally known.
(I
hospitality as that described in Miss Semple's "An Old
Kentucky Home", where the guests arrived early in the
day, and
"dinner was the event of the day and was
worthy to be so. First caaie the rich
gumbo soup which cannot be properly made
in less than three days; then at one end
of the table juicy Isimb; at the other
end a great dish of fried chicken,
flanked by hams, spiced and baked in a
way peculiar to Kentucky, every vegeta-
ble possible at the season, headed by
that dish for the Gods, - a corn pudding;
jellies, amber and crimson; pickles
whose fajne descended from generation to
generation; milk that was like cream, and
creeun that might almost be cut with a
knife. There were wonderful cakes and
ices and puddings for dessert, and
finally came lucious melons that had
been hurried for days in the ice, and n
were as good to look upon as to tsiste."
Hospitality has largely lost its personal quality, and
has become perfunctory in the extreme, "As a result of
these changes the social instinct of women has found
expression in part through a movement for some years
characteristic of the United States but now rapidly
extending through all civilized countries. The cl-ub
movement is the form in which many former activities
of women now present themselves," ^ But the great
difficulty with this movement, we may add, is that it

21
is too much a " women's activity" and the family as a
whole is not benefitted directly as it ms in the times
when there was more cohesion within its bounds. In a
summary of evidence from two thousand social workers
edited for The National Federation of Settlements, its
Secretaries, the late Robert A, Woods and Albert J.
Kennedy make a pronouncement which does not at all
commend this tendency in fam.ily life. "The m.ost telling
cause of immoiality is to be found in the comiparative
disintegration of the home." ^ The changes in industry,
education, and organized life that have imperiled domes-
tic life have, then, accomplished an end contrary to
their general purpose.
"When the home was the skilled workshop,
where father, m.other, and children jointly
contributed to the making of the home in
its m.aterial aspect, there was constant
opportunity for the parents to train the
child in m.any of his activities. They
now have to send the child to school for
a large part of his training, physical,
m.ental, social and religious
With fathers absent from the home, and
with the advent of communal control of
sanitary and civic m.atters have gone m;any
opportunities for training children to
assum.e responsibility in matters leading
to good citizenship demianded in public
affairs. Obedience to law, respect for
authority, intelligent interest in im^pei^
sonal activities find little opportunity
Talbot, The Education of Women, p. 46.
I
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"for expression in the modern home, and what
little there is is seldom made use of by the
members of the family at the present time."
B
. Revolution in TVomen's World:
It has been observed in this discussion
that the family as an institution has always been sen-
sitive to social changes and is never static but al-
m.ost always in a state of adjustm.ent or transition.
As a result of wom^en's new educational and industrial
opportunities, which are equal to those of men, the
former dominance of the man in the fam^ily is passing.
1. Education ft^fti a new status
i
, :
Parenthood is becoming a matter of
choice. 'iVhen women were denied participation in the
affairs of the nation, when they were denied the right
of equal education with men,when practically the only
occupation or status for woman was marriage, and when
they were frowned upon by society if they did anything
different, wom^en's status and work caused little con^
cern. No one cared whether they were m.eted out the
mediocrities of health, happiness, and living, or if
^Talbot, Education of Women , pp. 39-40
II
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were enslaved by men in marriages which possessed no
element of love save that of economic profit through
household services and the other conveniences which
accompanied it. That there has been a mighty revolution
in woman's world, affecting tremendously her work and
status, is not to be denied. Dr. Beatrice M, Hinkle
states the new status toward which this revolution is
m.oving, as follows:
"Today women are in a mighty struggle
towards differentiation and an individual
direction. They have cast aside the
maternal ideal as their goal and are de-
manding recognition as individuals first,
and as wives and mothers second. They
are claim.ing to dispose of them.selves
according to their own needs and capacities,
. . .
In the bloodless revolution that is
in progress the institution of m.arriage,
which has for a.r:es sym/oolized for woman
both her bondage and her power, is inr-
evitably the greatest sufferer. . . .
It is true that much that was beautiful
and desirable is being destroyed with the
ugly and outworn, and that the present
condition is in no way satisfactory, but
that is true of all revolutions."
Certainly if this revolution will yeild the lasting
high values of equality and added respect for womianhood,
it will have been eminently worthwhile to this present
age as well as to the generations yet to be bom. Dr.
Hinkle further asserts the well grounded opinion that
Hinkle, " The Chaos of I^odern Marriage" . Harpers,
December 1925, p, 9,

a new ideal in marriage is rising with the new status of
woman,and her personal freedom in marriage places upon
her a far greater responsibility than that of the old
ideal of responsibility to society, religion, and the
family. The new duty is more solemn, m.ore binding,
and m.ore imperative^" The new status of womian makes
her responsible in a greater sense tc all humanity and
its relationships. The welfare of society depends on
the type of m.arriage. The new ideal and the new reality
have a very vital bearing on the attainment of new world
relations, "To create and carry this ileal through and
to create thereby a new life of relationships is the
great social task of women," Ellen Key also suggests
that within the century women have succeeded in finding
expression for their universal human and feminine attri-
3butes in marriage, and have enobled it,
2, Change in Work :
With a new social status of freedom^ and
equality there has been the subsequent change in women*s
work. The occupations of women provide a very engrossing
history when studied by periods. Today there is hardly
1 Op. cit
. ,
pll
"^^e Woman Movement
, p 141
3
Abbott, Homen In Industry, Table I p8.

a known activity in which there are no women engaged,
and with success equal to that of men. The list of
occupations as far back as the twelfth census of 1900
contains three hundred and three separate employmienta,
in two hundred and ninety-five of which women are en^
gaged. Those employments in which no women were
found to be engaged are, as reported:
A modern wom^an could enter a good many more than
these three hundred and three employments, for many
more now exist.
In the professions wom.en have achieved
remarkable distinction. As authors, engineers, minis-
ters, holders of public office, and as politicians,
women have done a work as im,portant and as distinct
as that of men. As judges, police, lawyers, jurors,
and physicians women have fulfilled a great need in
^ Abbott, WomiOn in Industry , pp. 390-391.
roofers and
Helpers to steam^ boiler makers
Helpers to brass workers 1
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the rcinistiations to those of their own sex whose
problems and difficulties can never be accurately
understood or dealt with by men.
As athletes, women are as proficient as
men in those forms of physical culture which are suited
to their sex, such as 3wim.ming, running, and gymnastics.
As m.usicians women are as nearly perfect as human limi-
tations will allow the species to become. The revolu-
tion in the work of women must be followed by the t3rpe
of instruction which will develop the capacity of
women to share in the larger life of the world. This
may be done by the fitting of the curricula of schools
to m.eet the needs of all around efficiency as house-
mothers and ad self-supporting individuals. In the
case of those girls who must earn money early in
life, a course especially fitted to safeguard them
and secure for them the best training in trades
should be provided. For those who seek professional
careers, education m.ust seek to implant the ideals
that will m^ake of them the social leaders that only
women can be, whether married or single.
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C.. Femlnl8;r. ^ Its bearing on the Family :
1. Its Aim and Progress ;
The great fountain of power and of peril
behind the changes in the work and status of women, and
behind the new attitude toward marriage and family life
is that of feminism. In the last century, feminism
may be regarded as one of the m.ost significant out-
breaks of a long, deep- running current of need on the
part of women. Feminism is defined by its leaders as
a ffiOvem^ent to wipe out all sex distinctions of the
artificial sort.
"Feminism is that part of the progress
of democratic freedom which applies to
women. It is a century-old struggle
conducted by large groups of people in
different parts of the world to bring
about the removal of all artificial
barriers to the physical, m.ental, moie.1
and economic development of the f empale
half of the race. The m.ovement is most
advanced where dem.ocracy is best estab-
lished, and most back',7ard where autocracy
is strongest. It is advocated by women
of every^'class who have an instinct for
sex loyalty and a democratic vision,
or whose training has supplied a greater
breadth of mind than was inate in them."
Thus fem.inism is a world movement of
revolt against all artificial barriers, such as laws
and custom have interposed between women and human
Haley, What Women Want , p. 3.
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freedom. It seeks to wipe out all that debars women
from the liberty of self-development and self-realiza-
tion, and from acquiring an independence equal to
that of man in every way. Why should not women
assume the same social responsibilities with men;
and, why should m.en be given privileges and opportuni-
ties which women are not allowed to share? The seem-
ing unfairness of man's dominant position of freedom
is far worse than the first glance would reflect.
The woman movement is in everj' respect no more than
mere justice to women, - our mothers, and the mothers
of the generations to come.
The beginning of this miOvement was in
America, where it has had its widest effect. The
first of the movement consisted in woman getting
control over her own property. Then followed the
obtaining of control over her own child without
the lessening of the father's responsibility.
Later, when women secured equal educational advan-
tages, the die was cast, for "the truth shall make
you free" was true of women. They received equal
divorce privileges; they were economically inde-
pendent and capable of earning a living for them-
II
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selves and their children; and now, women have secured
the right of equal franchise, thus striking the word
"male" from the Constitution,
Women have changed remarkably in their
mode of life and in their attitude toward the marriage
and family relations, "The wives of today, sacredly
convinced of the right and freedom of women, succeed
better in asserting their personality than in pleas-
ing their husbands; and, the quantity of their de-
m.ands is often ri.ore noteworthy than the quality of
their gifts. That many modern marriages turn out
well shows that the adaptability of the m.odern hus-
band is beginning to be even as great as that of
the wife in form.er times,... The marriage is ab-
solutely wrecked when the wife brings to it all the
new dem.ands of wom^an, but the husband all the primi-
tive instincts of his sex", says Ellen Key, ^ The
husband is no longer the authority with the personal-
ity of the wife subordinated and mei^ed into his own.
Marriage should be a partnership now.
The husband does nol;/^ support" his wife ,^ for she
supports him equally as much by her contributions
^ Key, The Woman Movement , p. 159.
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I.e. each is the other's complement.
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to the home. Life partnership rests on equal depend-
ence, one on the other. When the husband or the wife
fails to contribute his or her share to the making of
the home and the securing of an ideal home life, the
effect on the children in the home is disasterous.
The sanctity of the home will not obtain when the
interest is lacking. Women who are used to earning
and refuse to give up their remunerative em.ploym.ent
after marriage and children demand their time, are
sacrificing home, - something inestim.able in dollars,
and too valuable to be exchanged for gold and silver.
Statistics now show that women seek from
75^ to 90^ of all divorces in the United States, The
husband is not protected any longer by law for en*-
croachm,ent3 upon the life, liberty and happiness of
his wife, m.erely because she is wedded to him.
In a report issued by the Alum.ni Associa-
tion of Wellesley College,^ the figures relative to
the attitude of the new woman tomrd marriage is seen.
In the first ten years after graduation only thirty-
five percent of the graduates were found to m.arry.
In the period of twenty years after graduation a
^ Wellesley, 'iass. , November 1925
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total of forty-eight percent had married. A similar
report of findings of a survey over a period of fifty
years at "'t. Holyoke ^ reveals that fifty years ago
eighty-five percent of the gradmtes were marrying,and
t the close of the fifty year period the percent marry-
ing had fallen to fifty percent. Similar figures were
obtained from Bryn !^rr College and Vassar College,
giving the figures as 43. 9^^ and 46.7fo respectively.
The general tendency in feminine colleges is toward
a decline in marriages, due chiefly to the fact that
other work demands all the attention of the graduate.
Three hundred and twenty-five Wellesley girls were
asked what they expected to do after graduation.
Two hundred reported. Of these the report reads:
90 will teach;
25 will ^nter literary field;
24 will devote life to social service;
23 will enter banking and business;
19 will devote energies to recreational work
18 will enter the field of research work;
14 will be artists;
7 will take m.edicine as a profession;
5 will be m.issionaries, and
8 will many.
Such is the disasterous effect of fem.inism among the
grad^jates and students of avowedly feminine schools
taught by spinsters whose lives are utterly one-sided
1
Alumni and college bulletins issued during the year.
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and a queer blend of super growth in academic lines
and a petrified atrophying of the qualities which all
humanity inately respect, adore, and cherish in womanr-
hood.
Perhaps the college girl is not wholly
to blame. She is thrust into the artificial environ-
ment of college in the plastic age of blossoming
adolescent idealism. There is little to be expected
but the adherance to many false or otherwise not
wholly desirable or obtainable standards. The same
statistics show that these Wellesley College graduates
have .86 children each; Mt» Holyoke .9 per graduate,
and Bryn Mar .37 per graduate, and Vassar the sam.e.
Not only are these results shown in exclusively
women's colleges. Studies of such coeducational uni-
versities as Syracuse, Ohio State, Illinois, Oberlin,
and Michigan all show a similar decrease in the rate
of marriages and subsequent births.
Large fam.il ies are not desirable m.erely
for the amount of population. The lower classes
take care of that. The tragedy is that the decrease
in births and marriages is in that strata where
society can least afford to have it fall.
* » • ' - »
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"As a direct and indirect result of the
Woman Movement, the fact none the less
remains that there is found arsong women
an increasing disinclination for maternity,
a reluctance which deprives mankind of
many sup»=rior mothers, while at the same
time woman's comjnercial work for self-
support _n all classes increases her
sterility, or makes her incapable of
suckling, so vitally important for the
children." 1
Herein lies the most insidious danger,
-
that women, because of increased liberty and educa-
tion, will misapply their new found power and fail
to glorify that greatest of all functions, divinely
appointed miOtherhood. The Woman Movement has too
long considered the real function of wom^n as negli-
gible as com.pared to the really insignificant work
of comn-iercial and educational careers.
2. Accom.pl ishments . and the future '
There is really a very large place for
women in the life of the nation aside from the activi-
ties of the home, which will remain first in imiport-
ance as long as the race is perpetuated by the present
%i m.eans, both spiritually and physically. "No woman
has ever been at the same tim^e all that a wife can
Key, The Woman I^ovement
.
p^ 173.
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"be to her husband, a mother to her children, a house^
wife to her home, a wonian to her work," ^ Women who
have devoted their leisure time to social betterment
have accomplished much for the future. Anna Garlin
Spencer States that women have halped in changing the
governmental approach in the following individual and
private matters:
1, Health - public and private, in m.atters of
prevention of disease and in the care
of the sick and the convalescent.
2, Education - in respect of all ages and
all peculiar needs of special training,
3, Philanthropy - or the social care of the
dependent, the poverty-bound, the de-
fective, and the delinquent.
4, Penology - or the laws and their adminis-
tration which deal with crim.e and crirril
nals, and with both the victims and
panderers to vice.
5, Recreation - and all manner of publicly
provided opportunity for helpful use of
leisure tim.e.
6, Conservation of natural resources in the
interests of comm.on wealth.
7, Checks upon economic exploitation by the
greedy and the strong, upon youth,
the weak, and the ignorant.
Key, The Woman Movement , p. 167.
^ Spencer, The Familv and Its Members. Ch. XV.
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8, Checks upon those comirercialized forms of
recreation -vhich tend to despoil child-
hood and youth of innocence and refine-
rn ent . '
9. Official standardization of ways of living
found to be conducive to physical, men-
tal, and moral well-being, and social
aids to\vard vocational training and
guidance.
10, The tinion of Federal governir;ent with State
government, and local efforts for gener-
al welfare*
The efforts of women have been m.ost bene-
ficial in securing new social ideals, making health an
enterprise, in making educational and vocational train-
ing available for all, for the new type of philanthropy
which seeks to rid society of the effects by striking
at the causes of socially undesirable conditions. There
are new attitudes in courts and juries. The law is
taking on the attitude of a parent instead of that of a
strictly primitive agency. It is now becoming a cor-
rective agency.
Women have helped disseminate the cultur-
al aids to commion life such as making streets safer for
youth, providing playgrounds, museums, settlement workers.

classes, libraries, and children's rooms in public
libraries,
^
3. Radicalism's Dangers; Women's Opportunites
:
Women have the morals of the nation in
their control. As one authority suggests, it goes
without argument that the wom^en of a race never become
loose and wanton until after the men have set them an
exam^ple. There must be a low or a high standardd for
both sexes; the first means degeneration; the latter,
a new summ.it of developm.ent in social bliss and wel-
fare. Women are the conservers of this m.orality, be
it high or low. To each generation the mothers pass
on the heritage of social characters, as well as that
of physical characters.
Beside the actual contact of m.other and
children, the m.other has the new opportunity of render-
ing to society greater and greater experiences. The
mothers of grown children, with their practical knowl-
edge of financing and of psychology, could render m.any
public services where their knowledge so highly special-
ized would be of great value. Married women should in
^Spencer, loc . cit .
,
^Dealey, The Family , pp. 42-43.
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no case be debarred from teaching just because they are
married> whiltf their places are assumed by others" often
not as well fitted for the- task. Married or unmarried good
are desireable and they are the right of these who will be the
n.en and -.Tomen of tomorrow. I^-asculine domination is,
perhaps, largely responsible for this undesirable atti-
tude toward married women teachers. Men have made of
women extremes on either hand. They have reverenced
them as ethereal beings, or treated themi as inferiors
to be carefully ruled and never understood. When
women are through achieving their essential equality,
which is inevitable in the path of progress, they will
then do even greater service as the conservers of values
and the achievers of new and more beautiful ideals.
Women can teach m.en to turn to life and find within it
joys for toil which will be far more satisfying and
far more eternal than the rude and restless business
of the conquest of the m.aterial world. Says one of
the reasonable femiinists: ^
"Love, so infinitely mysterious, so
deep in its physical anchorage and so high
in its spiritual aspiration, so shy, so
aloof, and yet so marvelously near, m^ay
well be a quest of his (m.an*3) explorer^s
skill. When he learns to know the soul
of woman he will have attained the key to
Hale, What Women Want, pp. 274-275.
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"his own, and then perhaps love may unlock
the door to a race beautiful and wise be-
yond our dreams, which shall in the aeons
to come carry us far beyond the pitiful
limitations of today, as we have been car-
ried beyond sponge-like life of the
world's beginnings."
G. Stanley Hall seems to give the basis
for such irridesoent dreaming, speaking of wedlock
and the family he says:
"They mxist be perfect because they are
symbols and types of life. These mas-
terpieces are the choicest products
so far as evolutionhas yet itself
evolved, which is at its root a love
story. Defeat here destroys an organ
of knowledge, for the large institutions
are created in its image and can be
rightly known only through it. .Without
children, love is incomplete." ^
By such unwise and unneeded mea8\ires
as Ellen Key and Charlotte Perkins Gillman suggest
in their extreme movements, this harmony can never
be attained. Free love, trial marriage, and the
banishing of the idea of any illegitimacy are as
pernicious as they are unwise, and certainly do not
make for the advance of social progress • There
should be equality in love, business, politics,
marriage, and the family. Radical and militant
Hall, Adolescence
, p. 125, Vol. 2, N,Y., Applet on, 1921.
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feminists, with over-abundant zeal for their cause,
should neither hope nor desire to leave the most
sacred institution of all go a-begging while they give
all their energies to candidating for political power-
writing books, the making of which, the Biblical writer
rightly declared, has no end; running businesses and
causing the wheels of industry to turn. It is
wrong to do this while the most important of all
human products is inefficiently fitted to carry for-
ward the standards of progress, promote justice, and
cause old and new devices of peace, brotherhood, and
righteousness to function. Women deserve all the
liberties enjoyed by the male: all his distinctions,
all his opportunities for achievement and service.
They deserve full equality; but, such equality, if
it is good, will inevitably elevate and make more
stringent the present moral standards; make more
beautiful family life; and make marriage purer and
more intrinsicly worthwhile. It need not stoop to
some of the extremes which radical feminists advo-
cate without considering the implications of such
measures or the negative roots from which they
are sprung. The only outcome of the woman movement

which is altogether desirable and worthwhile is that
the new woman, the equal of her partner, man, each
standing in a light of new understanding shall make
permanent the new, closer, and indissoluable union
which such a new status of sexes should yield. As
Olive Schreiner says:
"the two sexes are not distinct species
but the two halves of one whole, always acting
and interacting on each other and reproducing
each other and blending with each other in
each generation. The human female is bound
organically in two ways to the males of her
society: collaterally they are her companions
and the co-progenitors with her of the race;
but she is also the m.other of the males of
each succeeding generation, bearing, shaping,
and impressing her personality upon them ••••
That which the women of one generation are
mentally or physically, that the education
the males of the next tend to be; there can
be no miOvem,ent or change in one sex which
will not instantly have its effect on the
other; the males of tomorrow are being cast
in the moulds of the women of today. If new
ideals, new m.oral conceptions, new m.ethods
of action are found permeating the women of
one generation, they will reappear in the
ideals, m.oral conceptions, methods of action
of men of thirty years hence." ^
Schreiner, Woman and Labor, pp. 264-365.
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D. The Preaent Problems of the Family .
1, Malad.iustment to social conditions :
That the modern family has serious
problems to face is ostensible. From a widely vary-
ing group of sources these problems have amassed
themselves. A thoroughly different manner of living,
brought on by industry, has caused the family to be-
come less a complete social integer with its own
activities and interests, and to be transplanted to
the filing case existence of apartment houses and
crowded living conditions of the city. Such con-
ditions do not produce a real family coherence.
Home is a sleeping place only for far too many
moderns.
Intense individualism is also a cause
of concern to those who are forced to see in the
family the future weal or woe of the race. Many,
like Elwood, ^ are inclined to hold that the family
is intrinsicly valuable as a school for socializing
the individual. This is obviously true, but a situa-
tion in the family such as Goodsell describes cannot
^ Elwood, Sociology and Modern Social Problems .
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bode well for future America:
"The modern household not infrequent-
ly presents the phenomenon of a group of
clashing wills, and association of highly
individualized persons, each asserting his
rights and maintaining his privileges with
greater or less success." *
But weighing the values of modern life the same writer
adds
:
"The family unity of modern times, -
and many homes today exemplify this xinity
in strength and beauty - is more a spiri-
tual oneness of mutual love and consider-
ation of common interests and goals than
a unity secured by centering all authority
in one head.
"
In such a family unity lies the hope of America's fu-
ture in ideals, purity, strength, intelligence and
beauty, for the family transmits both the social and
the physical heritage of the race. Through spiritual
unity the family can adjust itself to the new social
conditions so divergent from the old, made so by
industry and a revolution in the sphere of women's
activities.
2. Lack of harmony within the family :
The conflicts and internal strife of the
family are caused by the centering of most of the
^ Goodsell, The Family as a Social and Educational
Institution , pp. 456-457,
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interests of its members outside the home. From the
time a child is six or seven years old there is n
constantly increasing draught upon his time and en-
ergies by outside activities, which in themselves
are good but which necessarily make his contacts with^
his home less and less. The wide divergencies of
interests and activities do not make for a family
organization which will be internally frictionless
unless a conscious and intelligent program or effort
is made to bind the faonily and its members together.
Such a program or effort is possible
and offers rewards worth the undertaking. The ten-
dency of too many thinkers today is to constantly
discard. To discard useful and valuable machinery
and institutions is as disasterous as the failure
to develop and grow by their use. It is true that
the saving of outworn creeds and pagan ideas and
customs is folly, and not in keeping with civiliza-
tion's tireless strides forwajd. But is it not
worse folly to sluff off and relegate to the junk
heap institutions which have made civilization's
advance possible, and life more abundant in meaning,
value, and happiness? To such arguments as these
r 1
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the radical mast address himself before attempting to
substitute for the family a new social order. With
a better understanding of the whole of life and the
"vocation of living" as Dr. G, A, Coe ^ calls it, the
matter of harmony within the family will have become
settled in a large degree, and the seemingly large
problems of present individuality will appear
rediculously inconsequential. The highest ideals
of reformers who seek to improve society may best be
achieved through the family. The feunily is the
result of a long evolution in which divine approval
and guidance in its nature and development seem real
in its very existence, after all the attempts from
the time of Plato down to the present day to change
it seriously. There has been a constant in?)rovement,
and to retrograde now is unthinkable.
To make family life successful is worth
the effort. It requires, more than ever before, gen-
erous quantities of patience, xmself ishness, tolerance,
cooperation, equal partnership, and the raising of
sound children who will play their part in life, A
rich family is not an accident, it is the result of
experience ajid intelligent control,
^ Coe,
"
What Ails Our Youth?"
,
Scribners, N.Y., 1925,
a
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3. The influence of urban life:
The influx of people to the cities, and
a lack of interest in rural life is shown by statistics
and census reports. The influence of the family as a
social institution is much deprecated by this drift to
the city. Thwing notes the tendencies of rural life
as harmful. He says:
"Urban life, through its variety and
intensity of interests, tends to develop
individualism; rural life, each home re-
moved from its neighbors, tends to develop
the fan;ily. The struggle for wealth, the
appetite for excitement, the opportunity
for the development and satisfaction of
personal tastes, of the metropolis, tend
to develop in individualism; the calm,
conservatism, and simplicity of the country
tend to develop the family." i
At present the city sets the standards
for the home and the members of the family. They are
but a part of the scheme of communal, syndicated life,
which has scattered the influence of the family be-
tween business or factory and the school, with all its
side issues. City life depends on business, was built
on business, and is conducted in harmony with business.
If people reach a stage in their intellectual and
spiritual growth which is hoped for by educator* who
Thwing, The Family as an Historical and
SocTaT S^tudy , p . 141.
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now turn to the education of the feelings, the senti-
ments, and the emotions, a change may be confidently
expected. If people make living itself a vocation,
the tide of population which so strongly sweeps toward
the cities may someday in America, as in England, shift
toward the country. Such a change would have a pro-
found beneficial and healthful effect on the fainily as
a social and legal center.
The growth of many suburban residential
sections which are carefully limited as to character
of buildings and size suggests the evident desirability
of life in a village as compared to the "shelved- in"
existence in a large city* It is regretable that
these homes are obtainable only to a few people* The
poorer class of laborers are drawn from the r\iral
districts to the city by the widely hersuLded high
wage; but they are not advised of the facts concerning
living expenses or living conditions such as housing
and food. They do not know of the increased mortality
in some of the squalid centers of very large cities.
At its best, urban life inevitably develops a mechani-
cal type of existence, a hand-to-mouth standard of
living. The city-bred man is invariably one-sided and
narrow. He is less resourceful, less sincere, and not
fc
as versatile as the yough who has lived closer to
nature and his fellow man out where the city leaves
off. The preponderance of men of national importance
and repute, whose names appear in "Who's- Who", come
from other sections than the crowded marts of the
great cities. Many men similar to Lincoln are pre-
pared for leadership on the crumbs of academic crusts
and at the outposts of civilization. The so-called
"simple life" has not only its unmistakable virtues
but it has advantages as well*
4. The problems of marriage and the birth rate :
The part that feminism plays in the
lowering of the birth rates and in the raising of
the age of marriage has been treated to some extent
under the section of this study devoted to Feminism.
The marriage rate and the birth rate are in many
ways indices to the vitality of the nation. With
respect to the growth of society and the ultimate
happiness of the family and the success of marriage,
vital statistics show the status of a people*
r
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The marriage rate logically demands treat*
ment before attention is given to the birth rate. The
) present tendencies in American life show a lowering of
the marriage rate due to:
1, A change in the standards of living, and
the raising of the age of marriage.
age
"In an^^vhen the standards of living in
all classes is steadily rising, a man
- thinks twice before he marries a woman
accustomed to the comforts of a few, at
least, of the luxuries of life, especial-
ly when he knows that she is quite uns-
trained, and perhaps uninterested, in-
home keeping. The woman also stops to
think before she resigns a lucrative
position, industrial or professional,
which g\iarantees her economic independence
and, with reasonable thrift, an assured
future. In many instances marriage is
postponed beyond the age when it appears
romantic and desirable, and finally, when
life habits become fixed, is given up
entirely. This means, of ooiirse, a
decline in the marriage rate; and, it
is precisely in the large industrial
cities, where women are found to work out- i
side the home, that this condition prevails,"
2, The subordination of the functions of re-
producing society to economic and indus-
trial efficiency. Society is gravitating
toward a specialization which, like bees,
will leave the maintenance of the species
to certain classes, while the "workers"
(industrial and intellectual) will be
sterile.
^ Goodsell, The Family as a Social and Educational
Institution
, p. 4fel
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O) The especial defference to social comfort
among the better classes. People are
loathe to marry unless a certain degree
of social comfort will be within their
reach, and unless they will be able to
maintain a home which will provide even
better advantages and comforts, both
physical and cultural, thar that in which
they themselves were reaped. Less cautious
foresight and hesitation is to be found a-
mong the laboring classes as a definite
correlation between the decline in the
price of bread and the raising of the
marriage rate, or visa versa, has been
noted, ^
5» The challenges statistics present:
The Birth Rate is the ratio between the
total number of births and the total population at the
middle of the yeax, an estimate given by Federal author-
ities on July Ist each year. This type of birth rate
is used by most modern nations. Such a rate is known
as the "crude" rate which is refined by determining the
rate per thousand married women from fifteen to forty-
five years of age, the number of legitimate living chil-
dren. ^ The importance of the registration of births
is great. The Massachusetts Statistical Registrar
gives thirteen reasons why births should be registered
for leeal, social, and statistical purposes which affect
the individual and society in general*
Fawcett, Manual of Political Economy , p. 143,
n
Two challenges to social reformers and
moral. Christian people grow out of a study of the
birth rates in America:
(a) Still Births :
The first challenge is that offered by
still births. These are not co\anted in the vital sta-
tistics, but authorities, i.e., doctors, midwives, etc.,
estimate in general from 25 to 50 per thousand popula-
tion. In Massachusetts during the past year at the
estimated rate given as 40 by State reports, there
occurred between 3,000 and 4,000 still births. In the
entire nation these births total upwatrd of 100,000 per
year, and, though laxgely preventable, this condition
has remained much the same for a period of a quarter
of a century.
This waste of human vitality and source
of unhappiness is derived from a few well known causes
which society fails to bestir itself to remedy. On
the part of the father, occupational disease is response
ble for many of these grim visits of death instead of
the coming of happiness. Insufficient food and cloth-
ing for the mother, mental anguish and improper care
r
their toll from the very life of the mother. ^Society
must take measTires to ameliorate conditions which allow
women of one class to go uncared for and unprotected
in the greatest of all human duties- motherhood, while
those of another class present the oprx>site extreme of
gorgeous luxury and idleness.
(b ) Illegitimacy :
The second challenge to the moral forces of
society, (which seem to be in a state of continual lethargy
needing thunderous challenges to awake even a half-hearted
response) is that of the widespread illegitimacy exis^jing
in the United States. In 1916, there were 17,4 illegi-
timate births per thousand population, which increased
steadily until 1921 when there were 25 illegitimate
births per thousand, with iSouth Carolina leading in
the shameful record with 81.6 per thousand,
Illigitimacy is \mpardonable for the sake
of the child alone. He is forced, even if he is
fortunate enuf to live and attains, thru indomitable
will and energy, some degree of success, to be stigmatized
with the realization that society, though unjustly,
points a finger of scorn at him. vVorse than this,
it is no recent discovery or secret that illigitimates have
{I
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curtailed chance at living at all. And if they do live,
their lives are so blighted that they form a large
majority of the crimnal and pauper population which
respectable citizens are called upon to legislate for and
pay tax to house, clothe, feed and render harmless, if
possible. The cause should be dealth with and the effect
would not be so undesirable and unwholesome.
Because of the housing of the poor 4n tenements, like
animals, many of these sins against mankind occur.
Then, as usual, the rich, intent upon selfish pleasure
and gratification of animal lust, prey upon the underpaid
of the social econom.ic orderthey have created by the worship
of the Golden ^alf and the disregard for the human, social
values. By failing to safeguard and teach the young, the
home and society make possible the lure of eKftitement
and the deception of youth.
The temptations of luxury cause the poor to
subserve the ruling dynasty of W©ajlt"th's despotic sons.
The v/om.en bear the brand of society's soorn and hatred
while the man loses none of his prestige or commands
none the less respect ,. Illigitimacy ought to be com-
J 1 'I
batted by every thinking individual, and legislation should
be forthcoming which would end another social curse.
C. Decline of Birth Rate
The decline of the birth rate is the
result of causes evident to even the casual observer.
Firstly
, The lessening of the number of births is
due to the raising of the ma?rla^e age, which necessarily
makes the number of possible births less. The later
the age of marriage the lower the number of births. The
lower the age of marriage the higher the birth rate will
be.
Secondly, the decline of the birth rate can be greeted
as a sign of social progress. The science of medicine
and its applications to hygiene, sanitation, and life
in general, have made it possible for a higher pereent
of those who are bam to live. Infant mortality in
the Colonial da^s of America v/as astoundingly high.
The lack of knowlege of how to care for the infant
properly often soon required the child's life. Usually,
of ten. or m^ore children born tp a union only a few
survived. Today the statistic are markedly different.
Thirdly
, economic conditions have made it inroossible
for m^any persons to rear large families. The untoward
conditions of the city are hardly conducive to the
rearing of children.

Fourthly ^ the control of fecundity, unfortunately often
on the part of the well-to-do and cultured classes,
has limited births in the group from which society
has every reason to expect to recruit its leaders.
The classes that are economically fitted to care for
their issue in the way most beneficial to them and to
society, too often produce few or no children. This
fact is the result of a number of causes more or less
justifiable. Among these may be stated: social ob-
ligatiotis, standards of living, and selfishness on the
part of either or both of the parents.
The control of fecundity is toe instrument
for the development of a hardier race stock and
higher mental capacities. But, etien "fit" children
should not come faster than they can be cared for.
Birth control can, and will be exercized with benefici al
results among those who are unfit to beget children arid
rear them to be useful citizens. Too often squalid
conditions, poverty, ill health and other undesirable
features, form the background from v/hich the largest
number of children must strive to build their lives.
The birth rate is directly variable with the amount of
culture of a people. Culture is based upon economic
prosperity. People who consider children from an
unselfish view point limit their families in order
that their children may have the best advantages.
It
other variations in both the marriage rates and the
bil?th rates are found in different races, in various
races, in particular types of communities, in the
diversified social scales, and in all manner of
climates.
Population problems in America present a distinct
and serious challenge to thinking citizens everywhere.
The past quarter of a century has been a periQi^- of
adjustment and new knowlege. The future will,aoubtless
realize the hopes of those who have sought to bring
about certain desirable changes in these vital
matters.
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A. Mothers' Pensions.
Over one-half of the states of the union
have already adopted some form of pension for widowed
mothers. Similar measures are in the legislative fore-
ground in most of the remaining states. The earliest
legislation of this sort dates back to 1911. The move-
ment in the United States is part of a universal trend
of the times to protect m.otherhood by legislation. The
National Council of Women in the United States and the
National Congress of American Mothers are forming
branches in foreign countries. The organizations are
instrumental in the crystalization of sentiment into
law. They seek better education for parenthood and
attempt to secure for children an environment of loving,
wise care in the impressionable years of life. Due to
such influence, the movement for pensions for mothers
is a widespread one, and throughout the civilized world
serious attention is being given to it. "The mothers
demand statesmanlike legislation to do away with the
terrible conditions associated with widowhood." ^ The
enabling of widows to keep their families together is
Chesser, Woman. Marriage and Motherhood , p. 172

a matter of social concern. The removal of fatherless
children from the home breaks up the home for the chil-
dren and their mother, and separates them at a time when
by all the laws of nature and society they should be
together. "If the widowed mother becomes a wage earner
who has to go out daily into the labor market, hom.e and
children must necessarily suffer* The children are
without supervision of the mother and are apt to drift
into delinquency and vice." ^ By allowing the mother
to remain in the home and work^e seo-uiethe same results.
The children and mother must become the s weated
victims of the mother's poverty and society's injustice*
The interests of childhood and citizenship alike demand
that the mother of fatherless children should receive
an allowance from the government sufficient to bring up
the children in the home. It has been actiaally found
cheaper to do this than for the State to maintain the
children in institutions.
The Mothers' Congress, and like organi-
zations which are the outgrowth of a sane, constructive
Feminism, holds that legislation should provide assist-
ance for meritorious parents. Feminists say that "the
woman who is capable of earning money, and who abandons
1 Ibid
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"wage- earning for motherhood ought to receive from the
state as nearly as possible what she would have received
if she had not had children^ or else, they declare,
"the expense of children should be borne wholly by the
community."^ Certainly too much cannot be done for
the benefit of motherhood; and, what is done for mother-
hood insures a perpetuity in social values, for only
through better motherhood can the children of the
future be adequately protected*
B, Protection for the Delinquent Family .
Delinquents are persons who derive support
by iaposing an involuntary burden on the community and
whose hurtful acts are forbidden by law and society.
The delinquent fails to meet his social obligations
as a citizen and a member of organized society. Into
such a class the families of deserters and those other-
wise economically handicapped also fall. Domestic and
marital infelicities contribute to the making of a
real problem for society in the form of the delinquent
family. Social injustice and industrial-economic com-
pulsion add to this class a great number. Again, also.
^ Popenoe & Johnson, Applied Eugenics, p. 381,
i
urban conditions are found to accentuate and almost
create the greater propor;ition of the cases which
comprise this class*
1. The Deserter ^3 Family :
Desertion is the result of some deep-
rooted disorders in the family structure of which
there are a number of contributing factors. Feeble--
mindedness, differences in background, non-spiritual
basis of marriage, lack of education in life and
morals, occupational faults, wanderlust and indolence,
monetary troubles, sex incompatibility, ill health,
tempermental incompatibility, vicious habits, and
community standards, all take their toll of unhappi-
ness in causing desertion. The old method of solv-
ing this distasteful feature threatening family inte=-
rests was by law. The laws provided punishment by
prison sentences and fines. This acted as a deter-
rent to men who sought to desert their families at
will. The laws are of extreme importance in reducing
the number of desertions^ but, today they subserve
a more beneficial and social method. Laws now play
a very useful role in the background to be used when
other means fail. The social worker is the big factor

in present day efforts to deal with this problem.
Better laws and specialized co-urts make possible
greater results for the social worker. There are now
fewer primitive and repressive measures, more consider-
ation of the man's point of view, less tendency to
press immediate Court action, fewer committments of
children, a more liberal relief policy (to prevent
forced reconciliations), and better and longer super*
vision after the man has resumed the support of the
family.
The establishment of Courts of Domestic
Relations is, perhaps, the most important factor in
doing away with much desertion. Many incipient di-
vorces are nipped at their beginnings, and domestic
happiness is started all over on a firmer and more
rational basis.
Most states have very wisely granted
divorces on the grounds of long, continued desert ion«
IJ
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a. Improvement needed in Court Procedure:
Court orders usually demand that the man
pay too small an amount toward the support of his far&-
ily. Such payments, in addition to being adequate,
should be made through the Court if they are to be
relied upon. Men serving prison terms should be forced
to labor and their earnings should be sent to their
families. The Domestic Relations Courts should have
equity powers in order to proceed according to the
social needs of the case. There should also be able
specialists in connection with the Court, and an ade-
quate staff of Probation Officers should be employed, i
b. Present rulings of Court!
According to Colcord ^ the rulings of
the Court are:
1. In rare instances to dismiss the complaint
altogether.
2. To remand for later hearing.
3, To place man under Court order to stay away
from home and pay his wife a stated amount
weekly. Custom differs in different places
as towhether payment shall be direct, to wife,
through the Probation Officer or Clerk of
Court, or through the public or private char-
ities.
Colcord, Broken Homes, p. 117.
f
4, To induce the woman to drop her complaint
and to give the man another chance,
5, To order the man to return home and to
contribute a state amount weekly,
6, To place on probation with orders to
either stay away from home and contribute
a definite amount, or to return and do so.
7, Committment - usually to ;jail or work-
house, and for a period of not over six
months. The term may be made longer in
case of violation of probation, or for
an aggravated offense.
The home staying non-supporter is treated the
8am.e as a deserter. "The deserting husband is at home
the non- supporting husband." ^
Although the state laws regarding desertion
vary, as in most other matters, much progress has been
made in the past decade, and much more may be confi-
dently expected within the next,
3. The Juvenile delinquent; - treatment, causes ;
Only within the past few years has
society attempted to deal intelligently with the youth-
ful delinquent. Courts and institutions adapted to
the treatment of iuvenile criminals have made their
appearance. Specialists in the field have done a
monumental work. Such men as Judge Benjamin B, Lindsay
^ Ibid.

and women such as Jane Addams have been prophets of a
new order in the realm: of penology. The institution
of Juvenile Courts everywhere has saved incalcuably
much in human life and happiness that, under the old
order, would have developed into blasted lives and
hardened criminals, - menaces to society. Yet with
all the new legal machinery crime still remains to be
the disgrace of America, Judges, law enforcement
officers, reform associations, and newspaper writers
are pointing out that youth is on a rampage and that
crime is on the increase. These statements by the
people throughout the country who are being brought
into touch with the ragged edge of humanity declare
that parents have lost all control over their children;
that youth in revolting against parental rule, has set
itself against all law; that crime is increasing at
an astonishing rate, especially among the young, not
only in America but throughout the world; that QOfo
of all murders and burglaries of the last quarter of
a century have been comitted by boys and girls under
twenty-five years of age. The Cleveland Association
for Criminal Justice
,
in its semi-annual report ending
June 30th, 1925, opened its report as follows:
(
"Crime continues to increase in
Cleveland at an alarming rate. For
the semi- annual period ending
June 50, 1925, major crime has in-
creased over the corresponding period
of the year 1924. Robbery, 15 percent;
house breaking and larceny 75 percent;
murder 95 percent; assault to kill i
100 per cent; manslaughter 139 per cent".
In a leaflet titled, " liS CRIME IN MAbSACHUSETTb ON IHE
IWCREAaE", the Massachusetts Civic League presents
facts and figures given by Commissioner of Correction
,
Hon. banford Bates, at a recent public hearing before
the joint judiciary committee of the Massachusetts
General Court. Analysis of these figures shows
a decreaseof 30 per cent in crimes against the person,
such as assault, murder, robbery, etc, A decrease of
23 per cent is noted in crimes against property such
as larceny, breaking and entering, etc. The actual
increase in crime is in the crimes against public order
which include automobile crimes and liquor law violations
which ten years ago were, of course, less numerous.
In concluding an analysis and comparison of figures
the leaflet sxunarlzes with the following statements:
"The records available do not show any
increase during the past ten or fifteen
years in the total number of crimes in
proportion to population. There is a marked
decrease in crimes against the person,
against property and in juvenile crime.
There is a large increase in critoes against
public order due to violations of motor
I
Cleveland, Ohio, The Cleveland Association for Crimnal
Justic©,
r
and liquor laws-laws which did not exist
ten years ago. There is nothing to in-
dicate that severity of treatment in coiirts
has diminished in the last few years.
Parole has not reduced the timie served
in prison but has added to it a period of
supervision after release, rrobation has
saved the state of the expense of caring
for many minor offenders in institutions and
of providing for their families by public
or private charity. There is more drime
than there should be, but apparently we
are not the subjects of a crim.e wave in
Massachusetts
.
George W. Kirchway, formerly Dean of
Columbia '-'aw School, recognized expert
inpenology by reason of experience as war-
den of Sing sing prison and close study
of penal problems for many years, in an
illuminating article in the i>-arch Survey
Graphic sums up the picture thus:
'What is left after the extravagances
of the propogandists have been eliminated
from the picture? What remains is a
chronic condition of criminality in our
American Civilization v-hich far trancends
that of any country of Western Europe or of
our einglish neighbor to the North of Us....
But there is nothing new in all this.
Every decade or two it is discovered over
again sm.d trumpeted to the four corners
of the land as though it were a sudden
slump into the pitof a previously virtuous
and law abiding society.
Crime is an ever present reality. The
crime wave is a state of mind. The pro-
poganda on which it has thrived is, for the
most part, a compound of conjectural facts
as to the prevalence of crime, imaginative
assumptions as to the causes of such preva-
lence and magical formula for dealing with
the situation. . .The moral is plain. ^e have it
in our power to get the best of crime by
by anticipating it and preventing it by no
other means whatsoever . This is a hard but
teplendid task of social engeneering which might
well take the first place in the program of our
crime commissions' ", 1
1
Massachusetts Civic League
5 Joy street Boston, Mass,
March 1926
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The causes which produce such a "chronic condition
of crimnality" are rudimentary in the American family.
The breaking down of the ^erican Home is frequently
said to be the main source of crime now prevalent, but
th«re are three other -fundamental causes:
First , the filthy press which devotes most of
its time and space describing crime and suggesting
it to the minds of its readers. In this respect the
papers have degenerated astonishingly in the past
twenty years.
Second , the moving pictures which depict crime in
almost every reel, and plant the seeds of lawlessness
in the minds of the youth who -sees them. The Film
Daily for November 1st, 1925, gave the following
forecast for moving picture prodikctions of the
year in the United states:
"Crook pictures seem to be in demand,
or at least Coast producers are think-
ing that way and looking for such mat-
erial. 3o if you have one': up your sleeve
dig it out. Female crook stories also
wanted." 2
Newspapers and the movies not only give crime and
\mdue prominence and sanction but they give to the
mind accurate methods to commit crimes. Crime is
described with minute accuracy in the press and on
the screeni the press accounts are visualized to boys
V,
The Film Daily, Nov. i, 1925.
rc
and girls.
Dr. WilUam Scheofe Chase, General
Secretary of the Federal Motion Picture Council,
in statements to the press declares that:
"Judges all over the land are declar-
ing in language no intelligent person oaxi
misunderstand, or afford to ignore, that
motion pictures are responsible for the
alarming increase of juvenile crime
The records of the Chicago Board of Cen-
sorship and the New York State Movie
Commission shows that the moral character
of the motion picture has been steadily
growing worse in the last three years,"
The fact is plain that the moving pic-
tures must be cleaned up by legislation as a protective
measure for the suppression of delinquency and criminal
ity. It is very probable that the large majority of
movie-goers are beyond the reach of any Christian or
ethical motives. A still larger percent are children
and could not possibly be kept away from movie houses
in any large numbers under the present condition of
parental lack of control and indulgence. Evidence of
this is given by the Federal Trade Commission which
has been investigating the movie since 1921, In its
brief against the Movie Trust, issued in October 1925,
it says
:
r1
»
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"Of the 20,000,000 daily movie goers,
75 per cent are wonder 24 years of age. The
actual daily attendance in schools is
10,000,000; a greater potential power to
influence the character, habits, dress,
morals and general conduct of our youth
than our public school system."
It is on the children that the movie has
its worse influence. It is the middle adolescents who
are being transformed into criminals, or if, fortunately,
not so bad, into frivilous, insincere, irreverent.
Godless throngs, who avoid the Church, serious thought^
and find no enjoyment in the higher and finer things
of life.
The situation should not be ignored.
National welfare, the Church, and society demands
legislation or some effective measures to stop this
steady stream of corrupting influence.
Third. The third cause of crime, with which the
future must deal most strenuously, is the loss of
religious sanction to morality. This is due to the
pseudo-scientific basis of the theory of morality
taught in modern psychology and ethics.
Eliminate these basiQ causes, and with
the new efficiency of Juvenile Courts and their ex-
perts, the crime wave in the United States will be re**
duced.
c.1
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Severity in pimi-itoient will not prevent crime.
" History gives little comfort to those that
claim it does. MacaU^-ay and Leckey describe
London in the 17th and 18th centuries as
utterly unsafe by night, while the country-
side was unsafe by day. let the lawa were
ferocious. Men were hanged at Thybum every
Monday by the doiten. Pickpockets did a
t thriving business during the public execution
of a fellow pickpocket, titealing a loaf of
bread was a capital offense, yet bread con-
tinued to be stolen.
Tt^e Better way is to remove the cause
" Changing the social conditions which tempted
a man to steal a loaf of bread is a batter
protection to the bread dealer than hanging
the theif. More just economic conditions;
better home training; fewer broken homes;
more playgrounds and recreation centers
;
longer schooling; early discovery,- and in
many cases, permanent segregation of mental
defectives; extension of agencies like the
Judge jS^lcer Foundation,-- such are the ways
of progress inpreventing crime." 1
Massachuchetts Civic -league "The Crime Wave I "(A plea
for Sanity} 3 Joy Street7 Boston i«^ass. February, 1926
{
C. Need of Uniform Legislation.
The nation has a distinct right to say
what its citizens shall drink, as a recent amendment
to the Constitution of the United States, upheld by
the Supreme Court, has shown. Certainly, the state
is unhampered in its paternalistic activities.lt can
order what its citizens shall eat, what they shall
burn in their stoves, or plant in their fields. It
can regulate their working hours, their incomes,
their amusements, and even conscript them to go across
3,000 miles of turbulent sea, filled with mines and
submarines, to fight in a foreign war. Despite all
these facts, this is a "free country" still, and the
old barbershdp phrase of "personal liberty" has beat
a retreat* With such ;mlimited power, the state could
provide for its children a type of marriage which would
be in accordance with the demands of nature and civili-
zation itself*
1. Dangers of Laxity in Marriage laws:
Instead of providing adequate and fit»-
ting legislation concerning this most important of
human relations, utter irregularity and confusion is
1I4-
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permitted to continue. All states require a license,
except for common- law marriages. But in other details
of the marriage laws the greatest heterogeneity in the
laws is noticed. In forty-six states of the union the
groom appears for the license and answers all the ques-
tions relating to himself and the bride. In Oregon
alone the applicants for the license must both submit
to a physical examination. This law is now pending
in Wisconsin. In Oregon it is also a criminal offense
to take a girl under sixteen years of a^e, against the
will of her parents or guardian, for the purpose of
marriage. ^
Miscegenetic marriages between whites
and negroes are generally forbidden. In some states
this prohibition is meant to include also Koreans,
2
Maylayans, or Mongolians, as in South Dakota; and
Indians, Mulattos, Mestizos or half-breeds in South
Carolina. ^ Nothing, however, is said of epileptics,
f eeble*-minded persons, idiots, insane persons, or
those having venereal disease, in the provisions of
these two sample states.
^ American Marriage Laws
.
Hall & Brooke, p. 11.
2 Ibid, p. 116.
3 Ibid, p. 115,
r
"American Marriage Laws in Their Social
Aspects", a digest prepared by F, 8, Hall and E, S,
Brooke on the Russell Sage Foiindation, sets forth the
eff iciences and deficiencies of American marriages as
they exist in the various states today. South Carolina
requires a license, but marriages without licenses are
not illegal! Marriage between whites and blacks is
prohibited and punishable in twenty-nine states, while
one state forbids marriage where venereal disease
exists. Two states forbid marriages of people who
have communicable diseases. In nineteen states the
feeble-minded may marry and reproduce for society more
of their kind, who will become menaces and burdens to
the commonwealth as paupers, prostitutes, and criminals.
Four states regard the innocent children in a manner in
keeping with progress, and forbid the marriage of
paupers. In three of the states, many divorces are
doubtless averted by prohibiting the marriage of drunk-
ards, Ine one-half of the states of the union first
cousins or step-relatives are forbidden to marry.
In a rather true sense a number of
the states require no marriage at all. The common-law

marriage, consuinmated by consent or reputation,
without civil or religious authorities, is valid.
^
This is as iKuch a marriage as any in the states
which recognize it. In other states a man may be
a bigamist, illegally married, or unmarried because
of it. Thousands of men used the common- law marriage
as a claim for exemption as family men during the
late war, A number of states immediately proceeded
to annul the legality of such marriages.
It is lamentable that such blots upon
national character should exist. Certainly the dis*-
grace is sufficient to incite the hand of justice to
do away with a form of so-called marriage so conducive
to looseness, illegitin-iacy, pauperism, and disregard
for the sanctity and spirituality of true marriage,
Marriaige is the affair of society, and should be con-
summated in harmony with the welfare of society and
not from the standpoint of the individual alone, but
of the race. Such an attitude would insure proper
registration and legal proceedings. It would also
insure physical and mental exeuninat ions. It would
proper
insure also/physical growth, since the ages of consent
* Ibid, p. 31.
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would be sufficiently high. At present persons can
marry at an age •mh'&fe ohild labor laws forbid them
to work, ^ With parental consent males may marry at
the age of:
14 years in 4 states
16 years in 3 states
17 years in 4 states
18 years in 21 states
In nine states no age is given. Without parental con-
sent they may marry at 21 years of age in 37 states,
and at 18 years of age in the remaining eleven states.
The most criminal lack of thought for
the welfare of the individual and society is to be
seen in the laws of the states regarding females. In
Georgia a girl can be married without the consent of
here parents or guardian at the age of 14 years, at
16 yeafs in 4 states, at 18 years in 34 states, and
at 21 years in nine states^ With parental consent
: - the states group as follows:
12 years of age in 5 states
13 years of age in 1 state (N.H.)
14 years of age in 10 states
15 ye&ra of age in 9 states
16 years of age in 11 states
18 years of age in 5 states
In seven states no age is specified.
f
Variant marristge laws and interstate
relations allow for the gravest crimes against the
individual and the whole social structure to be com-
initted. Laxity in rnarriage laws should be done away
with first, if any ioiproved basis of family life is
to supersede the present tottering one.
3. Widespread Divorce Peril :
Statistical information is valuable for
the story it tells of the increase of divorce. In
this nefarious business the United States leads the
world* When there are 2,000,000 divorces in a single
generation, as the United States statistics show;
axid, when there are more than 300 homes disrupted
yearly
per day in the United States, leaving^ ii, 585, 696
children, innocent but injured, divorce should be re-
1
garded by the nation as a peril.
In 1923, there was one divorce to every
75 marriages. In Nevada this rate was even more dis-
tressingly glaring, viz,, 1 divorce to every 1,5
marriages, Nevada has the^lligheat rate, while New
York has the lowest in the scale, with only 1 divorce
to every 29.8 marriages. Nevada's record is influenced
I
Dr. Carroll, Lectures "The Family" 1925-26
Boston '^niveristy.

by the influx of outsiders, who far outnumber residents
of the state, in the divorce courts. Of 613 divorces
granted by judges during one year only 88 were granted
to citizens of the state. When the loose conditions
of this loosest state are not sufficiently expeditious,
wealthy Americans go to Paris and when silver crosses
the palm they receive divorces which the United St&tes
recognizes. The ea?e and methods of obtaining divorce
is merely a legalized promiscuity.
Divorce has increased through a change in
public sentiment regarding it. Its popularity makes
it spread in all the various strata of society.
Divorce is an economic and moral loss*
It destroys the civic usefulness of both parties.
It puts a premium on sexual promiscuity and lowers
the nation's material preeminence by lowering its
moral standards.
There is a need to distinguish between
the inducements that lead to marriage, such as
beauty, charm, and accomplishments, and the obliga-
tions which ensue with married life. Dr. Felix
Adler states these obligations as fourfold:
f
To enhance and perpetuate the spiritual
life of the world*
2« To keep burning' the flame of mentality,
3. To submit oneself to the modifying in^
fluence of the other sex, and to throw
all the profit of this influence into
the life of the offspring.
4. To confer perpetual benefits on each
other, especially those of the highest
kind, moral growth, 1
Only when mismating is so grevious as
to prove disastrous to society and the individual
should release from marriage be possible* The in-
stability of the marriage relation, as practiced
by those who patronize the divorce courts makes
marriage a mere civil and religious sanction to lust.
The "much married" are practicing promiscuity on a
level with the lower animals. Unless marriage is
permanent it cannot yield its highest good.
The arguments for permanent, monogomous
marrisuge are both numerous and weighty:
1, The natural, inborn jealousy of both men
and women to possess the love and affection
of one person, exclusive of aJ.1 others, has
Adler, Marriapie and Divorce , Obapter dealing with
Divorce.
ft ; -
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been evident from the earliest dawn of
time down to the present. Even the
backward races adhere to this rule*
2. Permanent marriage is the only form
economically possible generally; only
the rich are able to patronize the
divorce mills.
3« In such a permanent marriage the children
are given the environment of a home and
the love of mother and father. The chil-
dren of disrupted marriages can receive
but little, if any, parental love and
guidance.
4. A home based on mere convenience, and
terminable almost at will, can have no
close associations and community of
purpose which are essential to real
marital love.
5. There can be no love between husband
gmd wife, merely physical, passing
attraction. In the permajient family
relation love gains a real importance.
This love is the crowning value of
marriage aside from the mere propaga^
tion of the species. The love of the
mates as they face life in its entirety
together is the highest and best virtue
that marriage has to offer. This is
"the last of life for which the first
was made", and it entices them to
grow old together.
A high standard of morality is impossi-
ble if the marriage tie is unstable.
Love for one implies absolute fidelity,
and a clean life is the natural result.
6.

?• Since the goal of intelligent existence is,
in a large measure, the attainment and
preservation of the higher and better
values of life, certainly the type of mar-
riage in which love, the highest and best
of all the sentiments and attitudes of
the humaji soul, is obtainable would naturally
be preserved as the best and only form of
marriage.
Divorce laws have been made for the con-
venience of the individual. They fail to regard the
consequences. The facillitating of the securing of
divorces on flimsy pretexts such as the incompatibility
of temperament, and other weak and thin excuses for
following lives of pleasure is mtenable.
But it is to be admitted that the divorce
rate is not wholly a testimony of moral degeneracy.
The increase of divorce might have very little to do
with the real cause. The reason for the increase in
the rate is the facilitation of getting the divorce.
For a good many this makes moral degeneracy possible,
whereas they would not have stooped to it before.
For others the divorce, as a way out of wedlock,
makes little difference. With or without it they
are immoral
«

The equality of women with men, in every
way, makes for the increase of divorce. Women no longer
have to submit to the misfortune of living with men after
they have ceased to be the ideal they were before mar-
riage. Economic equality in wage earning makes man
unnecessary to the securing of a home and its protection
and comfort.
Increased divorce also indicates that
interests are being center^ more on things of a differ-
ent nature than the former home life. The lack of
home ties makes the divorce less a thing to be shunned.
Marriage means too much, merely a companionship or
friendship that may be upset over the least subject
and so broken forever. The cultivation of a fuller
marital love would solve the whole problem,
A new consciousness needs to be built
up which will regard marriage as a major means for
social progress ajid one of the greatest of social
obligations,
3. Proposals of reform:
The many proposals of reform in the
laws of marriage and divorce may well be siommarized

in some such points as the following:
Proposals regarding marriage:
1, Applications for license required two
weeks prior to its issuance.
3. Marriage forbidden to the feeble-
minded, epileptics, insane, those
with communicable diseases, and
first degree relatives*
3, Both parties must provide affidavit
to the effect that they have no
comciunicable disease and are mentally
normal.
4, Application for license must be duly
posted and published.
5, Marriages must be reported in the
state as well as in the county.
These reforms would do away with the
hasty and ill-advised unions which are so prolific
' of divorce.
The divorce proposals are equally im-
portant and basic in their common sense. They are:
Proposals regarding divorce :
1. Application for divorce must be made
sixty days before any trial,
2, After granting a divorce a year must
elapse before a final decree can be
issued, during which time neither
party can marry. In case of reconcilia-
tion, they may take up married life
again upon dismissal of the suit.
(I
*
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3, Enforcement of the laws is to be left
to the State Courts.
4, The causes of divorce shall be: adultery,
physical and mental cruelty; abandonment;
failure to provide for one year or more,
incurable insanity (after five years),
and felony,
5, The age of consent for boys fixed at
eighteen years of age, and for girls
at sixteen years of a^e.
6, V/ithout parental consent the ages
should be fixed at twenty-one and
eighteen years respectively.
7, The guardianship of the children shall
be equal if both parents are fit, but
in cases in which the mother is mentally
and morally fit, she should be awarded
the custody.
These proposed laws will do away with
questions of legitimacy in various states. A child
legitimate in one state will be so in any state.
Likewise with legal marriages. A legal marriage
in one state, or a legal divorce in one state, will
be legal in all states. Migratory marriages are als
to be stopped by proposed \miformity in state laws.
Certainly the same uniformity is possible between
states in relation to marriage and divorce as there
is on the problems of naturalization and commerce.
I
There are a number of objections and
barriers to the course of reform through state uni-
formity in laws. The safest course seems to be
through Federal legislation. Many who have the situa-
tion thoroughly in mind would agree with the senti-
ment of the judge who recently said:
"As a result of my experience I
say most emphatically that the rising
evil of divorce is sapping the moral
stamina of America more than drink
ever did. It is rot to say that the
young are more lax. They aren't.
Adults are loose beca^ose divorce
encourages roues and multiplies women
of easy virtue.
Get rid of divorce by national
statute if possible, but regulate it
by federal law because that is not
only possible but necessary if
Americaji courts are to cease being
the playgrounds of all the frippery
and passion that make up the tragedy
2.
and farce of human infidelity,"
The states have no control over their
own citizens in rr.arriage, for by going out of the state
any citizen can evade the laws of his own state.
Such a fact makes rettional legislation imperative
if the proposals of reform are to have any weight.
Federal laws would eliminate many of the trivial
grounds of divorce and put an end to the rich violat-
ing the laws by going to other states. Federal laws
would eliminate many of the trivial grounds. Fedeial
laws would make extradition possible and the default-
Op.cit
.,

ing parties in unco nt^egted divorce suits could be brought
to court. Without a national legislation state legisla-
tures may make laws and set them aside ad infinitum ,
with no hope of ever conforming to a uniform set of
laws with the other forty-seven states.
Legislation Plus
.
In addition to adequate federal legis-
lation embracing the principles of the proposals of
the various reforms already given, there must be a
reform through educational channels. With prophetic
vision a few great educators are beginning to com-
plain at the status quo in education which has pro-
ceded along the samie beaten path for almost eight
centuries- teaching so-called "Cultural subjects"
with no att'=?ntion to the individual and the life he
must live as a m.ember of society. Dr. Coe gives as
one of his ten points comprising an educated person
the following very noteworthy element which shall
comprise future culture:
"An educated man m.ust have loyalties to
at least some of the important organizations and
institutions of society, such as one's family, one's
country, one's church."^
Efficient and persistent effort will
aid and abet the statutes, and family life will flow
on with never a ripple through greener meadows and
r
fresher flowers when domestic Sociology and a few other
longed for and much needed studies take their places
in the curricula from common school to the university.
The headlines in the yellow press describing divorce
procedings, \infit to be paraded in print, present a
very sad comjnentary on education and the civilization
which has fostered it, increased it, and today even
worships it a^ove all of the good old virtues. Edu-
cation, the child of civilization, is a failure if it
cannot fit mankind tc make a success in the primial and
universal pursuit- the business of living- a miOral,
social life.
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A. Religious Significance of the Family .
Socially the family is changing in a di-
rection which may produce a happier and better type-
the assurance of such an outcome depends on religion.
Mere morality cannot be made active. Ethics, however
desiiable, cannot supplant the religious motives and
designs of men, which tie them to God and which make$^
them respect personality and property. The Family is
in no iWinent peril of destruction, but its influence,
upon which its ultimate perpituity depends, is weak-
ening. Rome fell, eaten at its very core by can-
kerous social degeneration, when the old ideals that
had made it the world power ceased to function. The
United States of America, or any other modern, great
nation faces the same end. There is but one piiace
that religion can be m.ade attractive and opeiative
through im.itation and teaching- that is in the family.
It is against the genus of Democracy which promises
religious liberty, to teach religion in the public
schools. Church and State m.ust be separate. The
Church has no adequate system, nor can it obtain
enough of the child's time to inculcate religious
m.otives and ideals into the mind of the child. The
family must remain the wellspring of religion.

Without religious sanctions and ideals, the family is
not a beautiful and precious union of persons- it is
merely for a means of self-indulgence, and economic and
social advantage. The ills that beset modern families
find their sources in forgotten ideals, lost motives
and lack of real purpose. Procreation should secure
the continuance of i-entality, physique and spirtuality.
The stability aad the purity of the family are the found-
ations of the moral and spiritual order of mankind. To
have a family life which will be beneficial to the
individual and to society it must be taken in religious
terms. Again, eduaction must be criticized for failing
to teach youth the way of a useful and happy family
life. Neither public, private or religious education
gives the religious effeciency of the home life
suffecient attention. Little wonder that the first
five years of married life furnish most of the dis-
graceful multitude of divorces granted yearly in
this "civilized" nation. Carriage and the family do
not last and aannot last when they are under-taken
with improper consideration and on wrong grounds and
principles. The family must have a religious motive.
I
B. Motive for a Famlly-
The family exists for the purpose of continuing
the life of the species. It is the means of transmitting
from one generation to another the social posessions
of the race. The family makes for or against social
progress. By it are transmitted language, literature,
law, ideas, government, religion, morals, tafetes and
appreciations. Itcis a school for socializing the indiv-
idual. The child becomes socialized in the home. The
ideal of human brotherhood and the religious idea of
divine Fatherhood are learned most and "best in family
surroundings. The home is the place where the individ-
ual and social cultivation for life is accomplished.
If the individual is to be socialized properly in all
respects the process must find its charm and opportunities
for achieving its ends in affection. Children are the
natural sources of felicity in married life. Vi ith the
advent of children comes the new education of the parents
in the social significance of the family and the place
of the family in all of the phases of life. The child
makes the most important contribution to the home.
All persons can profit by being connected with homes
which have children. Children should be intelligently
planned for and their needs adequately met.
The motives of family life are summed up in
the much used words Success and Service; but, not as
I
they are used in empty platitudes. Success and Service
in the attainment of complete happiness and the ful-
filling of the individual and social obligations of
religion and its applications to society. Such a life
requires patience, unselfishness, tolei&nce, coopera-
tion, equal partnership, sound children who will play
their part in life, and desire to give willingly in
self-devotion their adult lives to the psiritual, per-
sonal purpose of producing religious, spiritual pro-
ducts. As Dr. Cope so lucidly and beautifully phiases
it, "
"The Family is H-umanity's great oppor-
tunity to walk the way of the cross In homes
where this is true, where all other aims are subordi-
nated to this one of walking the way of the cross, of
making the home count for high character, to training
lives into right social adjustment and service, the
primary empnasis is not on times and seasons for re-
ligion; religion is the life of that home, and in all
its com.mon living, every child learns the way of the
great life of all The good m.an comes out of the
good hom^e, the home that is good in character, aim^ and
organization, not sporadically but permanently, the
home where the religious spirit, th^^ spirit of ideal-
ism, and the sense of the infinite and divine are dif-
fused rather than injected."^
^ Cope, Religious Education in the Family , p. 6.
ai
Such motives in the establishment of a
family would insure the highest and most desirable as
its result- a thing of inimitable beauty and surely
a joy forever.
C. Family Degeloped by Religious Motives.
The modern family is vast ly different
from the type of family that existed when Jesus came.
Jesus regarded family life as the best expression of
the highest relationships. He glorified marriage, and
gave it a new meaning. The family he made "the great,
divine, sacramental institution of human society"."''
The new religion became at once a family matter. The
home sought to rear the young "in the nurture and ad-
monition of the Lord". The fam.ily as institution had
this spiritual m^otive and purpose. Worship and re-
ligion became a function of the family in the home.
It is scarcely believeable that if such had not been
the case Christianity could have survived its storms
of opposition of the m.ost terrific sort through
centuries of barbarism, and intellectual paganism.
As Dr. Cope further suggf=sts, religion am.ong
Christians is essentially a religion of ideal family
life. It conceives of society in terms of a family,
-
a Fatherhood of God and a brotherhood of men who take
life as their opportunity to reap the fam.ily joys of
service and sacrifice. He who becom.es a Christian is
1
Ibid., p42
r
born into a new life, he becomes as a child, and must
learn to know his father and love his brothers.
"Christianity, then, not only seeks an
ideal family; it makes the family the ideal social
institution and order. It m.akes family life holy,
sacramental, religious in its very nature. This
fact gives added importance to the preservation and
developrr.ent of the ideals of family life for the
sake of their religious significance and influence.
It not only makes religion a part of the life of the
home, but makes a religious purpose the very reason
for the existence of the Christian type of home. It
makes our homes essentially religious institutions to
be judged by religious products."^
The Church has sought to dogmatize and
to make certain the indissolubility of marriage.
This is wf=»ll and good; but again, the letter and not
the spirit has been emphasized and internally the
Christian home has failed to comply to the standards
of one greater than the Church. The churches have al-
ways been the guardians of m.orality, and this is true
especially in the case of the family. The Catholic
church regards it as a divine institution which in-
dissolubly m.erges m.an and womAn. The union is effected
by divine power. It is a great m.ystery and a saci©.-
ment. Marriage is considered "honoiable, holy, blessed
of God, the joy of Angels, the bond of peace and all
virtue." The Lutheian Church regards it as a spirit-
ual institution, ordained and appointed of God, found-
ed on spiritual principles and for the maintenance and
regulation of which there are certain "unchangeable.
1
Ibid. ,pp43,44
r'(I
spiritual laws". The other Protestant denominations
make various statements to the same effect. The family
is considered at the same time both the product and
the support of the Church, and the sanctity and per-
manence of the m.arriage relation are regarded as the
connection of the Christian family and the home.
Matrim.ony is invested with a divine dignity by the
incorpoiation into Christian faith of the terms and
duties of the marriage relation. Calhoun says:
"In its theory of m.arriage and the
family as a social function, however, the church has
been somewhat conservatively in touch with the
thought of the times. "^
This is especially true of the modern
church. Within the present year the Episcopal church
wisely barred the "obey" from, the marriage ceremony.
That word was a relic of wife purchase and mediaeval
servitude which Christians should refuse to use in
reference to the partnership of marriage. One of
two equals in a mutual project has no reason to sub-
3
scribe to the word "obey".
D. Home Center for Instruction.
Holding the m.otives for a fam.ily to
be of a social and religious nature and remembering
the religious boon of the fam.ily, it is logical that
the hone should be the center for a particular type of
1 Calhoun, History of the Family , p. 287.
2 Ibid.,
3 See Yearbook 1925, Account of the New Orleans Conference
c
social and religious education not efficiently promot-
ed elsewhere. To this duty the whole of family life
must point and secure for the young the invaluable
experience of a social and religious life.
1. Social Education.
Education in the social virtues is
necessary in the intelligent participation in life
such as the development of ideals regarding the
bodily life, the intellectual life, the economic,
the social, the political and the aesthetic are
best learned in the^ home. In fact they are most
often learned there if at all. In these matters as
in religion, the other forces of public instruction
and the church fail to reach the majority, even if
they were in every respect the best fitted to render
the important service to the individual and society
by socializing him. Like a highly sensitized plate
is the mind of a child. His every experience- all
he hpars and sees is being stored in his mind to com,e
forth as his own, and as criterions for his conduct.
If he is taught cleanliness, self-control, and physical
courage, both by precept and exam.ple, chiefly by the
latter, he will take his place in society a physically
tempeiate and well equipped person. In tne intellect-
ual life industry, accuracy, thoroughness, persever-
ance, patience, self-reliance, love of truth, and the
If
right use of knowledge are as natural as his breathing-
he has known nothing different. Justice, truthfulness,
honesty, kindness, good manners
,
g*=nero8ity, love and
loyalty can be taught in the schools, but their influ-
ence is ofttimes developed in the pre-school age, or
outside the school in the home. Psychologists declare
that the laws of biain habit detemine the principle
that when experiences are keen and novel, any reaction
thus accomplished, determines the brain's whole future
to a degree never equaled by other reactions of the
same sort or number. The parent m.ust see that the
experience and instruction that comes to the child by
suggestion, imiitation and verbal instruction is rightly
cont rolled and suited to the devf='lopm.ent of th^ right
ideals, sentim.ents and habits which are to rule his
whole future life. "Honesty, truthfulness, industry,
and the other virtues of tne moral life can be taught
until they control conduct so completely that men and
wom.en will not yield to any temptation to depart from
the paths of moral rectitude.""^
Obedience to law, patriotism., love of
justice, lov** of liberty, love of peace, political
zeal m.ay be taught in the home as well as the
school, and with far more direct results; for, if
these things arf= not lived out by his parents, the child
^ Athearn, C^racter Building in a Democracy , p. 320
tJ,
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assumes they are not worth his attention, and he be-
comes another careless citizen.
The teaching of appreciation and love
of beauty in art, nature, in conduct, and in charac-
ter is most valuable in this socializing process
of home education. As one has written, "Whatsoever
things are true, whatsoever things are honorable,
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure
whatsoever things are good, think on these things.
Shese things do." And it might be added "And so will
your children do". Habit has tremendous significance
in hun:an affairs. The word, habit, is a familiar one
in education, psychology, religion and life. Habit
is stronger than nature. Shakespeare wrote, "Use
almost can change the stamp of nature". And the Duke
of Wellington asserted, "Habit is ten times nature I"
Through habit one may become a veritable slave to
evil and inefficiency; a continual disappointm.ent
to him-s^lf, a grief to his friends, because in
youth he harboured and lived evil and pursued his
tasks in a vascilating, slip-shod way. On the
contrary, one m^ay become a tower of strength, a bonds-
man to good and effectiveness, because through his
youthful years he had ingrained in his nervous systemi,
hibits of sustained attention, noble feeling and
t
thinking, and efficient and righteous living, worthy
of the child of God.
2. Moial and Religious Teaching.
Social Education with its aim to incul-
cate social morality and ethical conduct, must have
something to anchor to, otherwise the fight of right-
eousness is as one beating the air. Honesty will
remain, "the best policy"- mere prudence, as long as
right conduct has no religious interpretation. The
Christian religion demands a universal person, God,
as the object of moral aspiration. The individual has
a new motivation- a real m.otivation- for moral conduct.
What he does he attemipts to do in harm.ony with God's
universe and in harmony with God himself, thus striv-
ing to be like God. God puts life and meaning into
all of creation and existence. Without such a concept
m.an is a mere biological accident and moral conduct a
m^ere expedient to be used when needed. Moiel conduct
flows out of the life that seeks to serve God.
"Train up a child in the way he should
go, and when he is old he will not depart from it".
The old proverb is as true today as it was in the
centuries ago when it was reduced to writing by some
Hebrew editor. Moral and religious teaching should
begin before the child is out of the cradle, as
V
Edith E. Read Mumford so beautifully suggests in her
volume. The Dawn of Religion in the Life of the Child »-^
For, she says:
"CoKplete development- of character as
well as of intelligence- can, I believe, only be attain-
ed, when all these are dedicated to the highest ends: «
that is, when life is inspired by a religious purpose. "
Conversion from lives of sin would become more unusual
and less necessary if children grew up among those
whose feeling, thought and activity were governed by
the ideals which Christ taught and exemplified. For
the growing child to accept Christ and pledge indivi-
dual loyalty to him is no struggle. It is m^erely
of
natural and to be expected. It was/Dr. Edward Everett
Hale that some one has said:
"there never was a time in his life
when he did not consciously love God as his Divine
Father and try to do as he believed God wanted him to
do. There was no struggle, no crisis, no consciousness
of a divided loyalty. As a child Dr. Hale grew up
in a thoroughly religious environrr^ert , where he en-
joyed the best Christian training." 3
The love of God begins with the love a human being.
The way to God for a little child is by his parents.
"The earthly parents are the first molds in which
4
the child's growing thought of God must be cast."
1 pp. 9-17
2 I^id.pl.
3 Strickland, Psvchologv of Religious Experience , p. 111.
^ atrlGklaT^d
T
P^vchology of Religious Experience, p. 83,
0'
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" "phe child who leams to love his mother will love
any other Divinity" it has been truly said. From
the actual the thought of the child soon passes, and
he begins to seek the ideal. New m.eanings are derived
from his expanding social consciousness.
"After a little the child may begin to
love God for granted as he ought to. If the attitude
of loyalty to God is to be fostered, instruction
must now see that God is associated with all that is
best and richest in the child's life. God is presented
as the Giacious Giver of all things good. Childr-n's
piayers should be largely expressions of gratitude
and love to the Divine Father for all his kind gifts."
Nothing of real importance for the moral
and spiritual developm.ent of the child is beyond his
capacity if it is properly set before him^, and no
subjects are more interesting to him than those per-
taining to m.oiel and spiritual life, if they are
properly treated. Religious instruction may be given
incidentally, as occasion or circumiStances may re-
quire, or, as Dr. Folsam sugg-^sts- "It may be giv*n
systematically by appointed lessons, courses of read-
2ing, or by informal talks and telling of stories."
He suggests that a real necessity of such instruction
exists, and thinks that, "If a parent should fix upon
^ Folsom, Religious Education in the Hom.e . p. 77.
(
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a round of topics, covering generally the ground of
religious truths, and then once a w^ek at least hold
a half hour's conversation with his children on a given
subject, it would seem to be as effective as anything.""
The home provides a laboratory for the use of the re-
ligious principles in actual practice. To obey cheer-
fully and exercise patience, to be reverent and loving
to parents, and kind and just to all ar'=' a few of the
many ways the fam.ily provides as outlets for the prac-
tice of religious instruct ion. The practice ot religion
self
turns new interest to it/causing the individual to
also learn by doing. In this way the family trains
for Christian service. In the little things done in
the spirit of Jesus, there is moral worth making for
individual character, which will enable him^ to be
able and willing to live the Christian, social life.
Toward such a goal the educational process must direct
itself if it is to be regarded, in the final analysis,
the acid test of time, as a success.
4
Folsom, Religious Education in the Home , p. 85.
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E. Churches Ivlission and Place in Family:
The Church is a larger family wherein
the practice of family principles of service may
continue into ever widening fields of service. The
church exists in order that persons may minister to
others. It is the organized force of righteousness.
All the social and religious aspirations can find an
outlet through the church for doing good at home and
abroad. It furnishes the good fellowship of others
who have similar purposes. It ties the family and
its members to the larger group. The great lamenta*-
ble situation to be found here is that the Church has
not used its power for preventing and correcting
existing social evils, but it has relied on the
state to rectify these evils by legislation. Legisla-
tion can prohibit, but it cannot reform, "The churches
have before them the task of transforming life in
church families in accordance with the social principles
of the gospel,..,,. This implies nothing less than
instructing and training children specifically for
marriage and parenthood as the first and foremost
^
sphere for the deliberate organization and control of
society as a democracy of God," ^ The church should
^ Coe, Social Theory of Religious Education, p. 224,

promote the forces and factors that tend toward a
better family life whether they be equality in mar-
riage, equality in social and religio^jis education,
in better housing, better working hours, less econ-
omic pressure and exploitation of the worker, pro-
vision for mothers, better Courts, or any of the
numerous avenues of social betterment. The church
is able to and should forcibly combat prostitution
with its horrible toll of venereal disease. It
should combat corrupt politics that sanction vice
and keep white slavery going. The church should be
in the van of all constructive reform, lending
leadership, force, and sanction. It must support
agencies, such as the state, in the spread of
knowledge and social standards. As Dr. Coe says:
"It must itself instruct, inspire, and train the
young with marriage and parenthood in view, and it
must be able to assit parents with the best knowledge
that is anywhere possible," ^ for the fsunily and
its development into a home lie at the foundation of
human welfare. Religion, education, industry and
the political order must look to the family for

their materials. As the great forces in the field
of biology have their final expression in the coi>-
tent of the cell with its tiny determinatives, so it
is in society. The home is the place where aJLl that
builds up or destroys in the social order does its
final work. It is time that the church utilized this
fact in the advancement of its program.
Ibid, p. 325.
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A, Meaning of Religious Education
A few years ago tlie world witnessed not the first,
"but the most horrible, the most devastating, the most
stupenduous demonstration in its history of the failure
off intellectualism, materialism and the orthodox church.
Christianity has never been given a trial as the panacea
for the v/orld's ills. borne one has laid the blame of
the world to the failure of the school teachers to in-
culcate the right moral sentiments and ideals. Education,
according to Dr. Athearn,is, "the introduction of control
into exDerience . . . • . Religious Education is the introduction
1
of control into experience in terms of God,"
buch education must be adequate for its surrdiundings.
To meet standards of the intellectual life of the times,
religious education must be based on sound psychological,
pedagogical, sociological, ethical, metaphysical, and
theological principles, for the production of character,
God must be introduced into human experience in such
a manner and by, such means as to pro-
Atheam, Lecl^ures 1926
Boston Univeristy.
{• » « 1 -I
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duoe ethical- social conduct, develop ideals, and yeild
religious persons.
"Christian education must place the Christ
ideal before the child at every stage of his
unfolding life so that he may habitually will
righteousness; he must be socialized, that is
universalized in the worlds thru which he
passes that he may become a cosmopolite in the
universal Kingdom of the Supreme Personality,
God; then he can say, 'I can stand anything
that can happen to me'; then he is a Christian,
\inafraid to do right under any circumstances;
he belongs to the essence of all that is uni-
versal and so has nothing to fear." ^
As Dr. Cope makes clear, education is
more than instruction. It is the whole process of the
developing of a life into the fulness of its powers
for appreciation, realization, and the rendering of
efficient service to humanity. Such education must
train the powers of thought, feeling, and doing.
Religious education will then include more than his-
tory, literature, and philosophy of a religious nature.
It must be a directed development which regards the
individual as a religious person and seeks to develop
him to his utmost in religious powers and personality.
To this end religious materials and all of experience
is used to give him a religious, spiritual interpre-
tation of life. Religous education fits the individual
lAtheaxn,
^Cope, Op. cit. pp. 47-48.

to live in a society which is essentially spiritual.
"Religious education means the training
of persons to live the religious life and
to do their v/ork in the world as religious
persons. It must mean, then, the developeient
of character; it includes the aim, in the
parents* minds, to bring their children up
to the measure of the stature and fulness
of Christ. It is evident that this is a
greater task, and yet more beautiful and
natural, than mere instruction in formal
ideas or words in the Bible or chatechism;
that it is not ajad cannot be accomplished
in some set hour or single period, but is
continuous, through all the days, that it
pervades . . . the actions, organizations,
and the very atmosphere of the home, " ^
B« The Home is the Best Place to Inculcate Ideals
.
Higher education should not be made to
carry the blame for causing the student generation to
lose their religion. Most of these people are found,
when actually interrogated on the sub;ject, to respond
contrary to current opinion. They have no real religi
to lose when they enter college and university. They
have no ideals that are a part of them so markedly
that they will not dare to be trifled with. They have
no lasting faith to which to tie, Civiliz'^tion, the
present generation, has not attempted to equip youth
with an outlook properly saturated with religiou s
idealism. The great forces revealed by science have
^ Op, Cit, pp, 48-49.
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not been interpreted with a spiritu&l, as well as
a material, value and significance. Teachers supported
by the taxes of a governnient which holds for the separa-
tion of church and state are necessarily silent on
matters pertaining to religion in the critical period
of adolescence when the youth finds himself alone in
a new environment facing new truths which are astounding
ly in need of spiritual and religious interpretation.
The influences of a Christian childhood in a Christian
home are in such situations most strikingly manifest.
The lack of such influences is equally distressing.
The teachers from kindergarten forward cannot go beyond
the text '-^ook to the soul. Children cannot learn of
God in the class room. Language, science, and their
companions in the curricula of educational institutions
of all types and descriptions, occupy the thought and
attention of the youth. The things more vital and
worthwhile than material progress are not stressed, or
even mentioned, except in a naive way at times. Little
wonder that many are saying things similar to what Dr.
Sheldon, author of "In His Steps" says of this aspect
of education:

"The more I think upon the emptiness of
our educational courses in their failure to
teach the greatest subject of all life, the
more I feel like proclaiming the paganism of
letters. And I do not wonder at the fact of
our annual bill for crime, counting all the
expenses of all sorts, amounts to more than
the entire amount owed us by all the Allies
for the cost of the war. It is a wonder it
is not a good deal more. Our stupidity in
the schoolroom is equalled only by our guilty
silences in the home. We let our children
grow up without growing out or in. And all
the time we are living with youth at its most
impressionable years and starving it at the
time of its most divine hunger," ^
"Letters" will probably continue to be
pagan, but a system of religious education begun in
the family and fostered by it with the aid of the
church should overcome the materialism and paganistic
education, if such a system of religious education
were intensive enough and wisely and properly ad-
ministered.
This can be done by the inculcation of
ideals by the parents after the manner discussed in
Chapter III, through imitation, suggestion, and the
fostering of right sentiments and attitudes. Relig-
ion should be caught and taught also. Because
the relation of parents to children is one so fraught
with love and all the finer emotions not capable of
1
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parallel in any other phase of life, ideals can
best be inculcated in the fa/nily. An ideal is an
idea emotionalized, an urge toward an act which will
yield a value. These standards of morality, religion,
personal conduct, education, and business, though
non-exiset ent in tangible form, are perhaps the most
real things that life continues to perpetuate. Hence
mother and father or sister are built into the struc-
ture of an ideal which cannot be erased easily, if at
all. Lincoln is one of the millions who can say:
"All that I am or hope to be, I owe to my angel
mother," It is needless to attempt here to write
a panegyric on the home and mothers as they have
shaped the lives of many of history's great charac-
ters. It is likewise unnecessary to show forth
how ideals have functioned in promoting human progress.
The pages of history are writ large with the ventures
and victories of noble idealism. Upon ideals the
whole social, intellectual, moral and religious life
depend* To the family is largely cominitted their in-
culcation into youth. The sin of omitting this fucn-
tion of the privilege of parenthood will assuredly
be visited upon those of generations to follow, and
with interest compounded with direful results to
morality and society.
i
C» Development and Guidance of Early Tendencies
in the Nature of the Child.
Religious education is the natural course
to pursue in the direction and control of the develop-
ing child. It is perfectly natural for the mind to
reach out toward the Ideal, since the environment of
the best kind contains much of imperfection and dis-
appointment* When, through religious education, the
Ideal, the Perfect, is regarded as the will of God
and the service of Christ and fellow beings, religion
is made the most natural means of developing personali-
ty. Religion in childhood and youth is natural, and
the principles and methods in religious education
must regard it as such, "That which is born of the
flesh is organism, and that which is born of the
spirit is personality; and personality should
grow under the great ideals of Jesus Christ, This
is being born again, and it may be and ought to be
a beautifully natural entrance into the larger life
of spiritual meanings and values," ^
. "As the twig is bent" is not an absolute
proberb. Its application to the new religious educa*-
^ Strickland, loc. cit, p. 105.

tion movement which begins with children is plain.
It is perfectly natural, as well as extremely de-
sirable, that children should receive the backgrounds
of morality and religion under the influence of the
home and the tutelage of the parents who, through
many experiences of sacrifice, and services of love,
give to their children a lasting, comforting faith.
In later life the youth begins to realize what it
has meant to him to have a home which set the right
examples and set forth the right ideals. Liany can
recall experiences similar to Dr. Sheldon^s, when he
says
:
"There were times in my religious
experience when the hunger of my heart for
counsel was so keen that I would have suf-
fered agonies of doubt if it had not been
for the background of a devout and praying
and Christian mother and father any my own
personal faith, which sent me repeatedly
straight to God without any human comj:>anion-
ship. But as human beings are made, there
is no experience in all life where human
help is more needed than in youth, when
the deep longing for gu* lance in the upward
way craves the light." ^
Op. Cit. p. 189.
1
D. F&iaily Worship ,
The radio bids fair to popularize the worth-
while practice of family worship, which, until recent-
ly, had become exceedingly rare. The neglect of the
practice of meditation on religious things has sown
irreverence and attitudes which are not conducive to
religious habits, practices, and religious natures*
The world grows stuffy and men and women seek thrills
in order to give zest to life, which is ephemeral and
fleeting. The Piaritanic life and practices of harsh-
ness and self-abnegation were neither desirable nor
at all Christ-like, but the pendulum, in swinging toward
a more sane view of religion and life, has swung ex-
tremely far. People are beginning to tire of the froth
and frills of life and revert again to a life of more
moderation and simplicity, having learned by experience
that the things that most satisfy in life are not se-
cured by wealth but by the practice of love and
Christian virtue. In this life family worship is
again claiming a larger and more secure place by reason
of its more durable foundation.

1. Typea and methods of family worship :
The types of worship in which the family
may engage are two: The saying of grace before meals
more
and general family prayers. The former is/widely used
than the latter. The saying of grace before meals
is beautiful in its invitation to the Unseen Guest to
be present and make of the meal a social occasion of
uplift toward the spiritual. The thought and words
of grace should be more copious in feeling than in
rhetorical sonorousness. Stereotyped and stilted
forms should be avoided. Grace before meals, If it
is to mean the most, should be brief, simple, varia-
ble, informal, and sincere. As such it becomes
naturally one of the sacred aspects of family life.
The second type of worship in whiii
all the farriily may participate is variously called
"the family altsir", "family prayers"
,
or better,
perhaps, "farriily worship," This worship too
often is neglected because of the conditions which
economic and social duties have placed upon the
individuals of the modern family. It is true, how-
ever, that there is some time during the day, mornp
ing or evening, when those who see the beauty and
f1
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value of weaving home ties, the elevation of family
spirit, and the quickening of religious ideas, can
emphasize these essentials in family worship, V.lien
people really v/ant to worship, they can find the
time.
The method of this worship must be
simple, natural, and informal. A stilted form
soon loses its meaning and becomes mechanical and
burdensome. The exercise should be brief. Ten min*-
utes is regarded as aHiple time by those who plan
worship prograrris of this sort. ^ It should be
a miniature reproduction of church worship, with
the largest possible participation by all. Such
worship secures unity and cooperation in family
life. Family worship must be natural in its pro-
cedure. It should b^ as spontaneous and as much a
matter of course as possible-. Any plan or outline
which holds these points in mind and is simple and
practicable should result in a very desirable social
and religious exercise. Such exercises may include
songs, repeating of psalms in concert, brief, informal
prayers, and the repetition of the Lord's prayer in
unison. The use of several of these elements in a
Publishers
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brief, informal way as a program for the ten minutea
devoted to family worship daily should prove helpful
and pleasant,
3. Advantages and Rewards of its Use r
Dr. Coe says: "Not by saying 'Lord, Lord*
shall we introduce children to Christ, but rather by
giving them a share in Christian enterprizes, and then
letting the motive thereof come to full consciousness
as fellowship with Jesus Christ and with the Father." ^
Family worship gives the children just
this opportunity to share in Christian enterprizes in
the training school of society, the home. This wor*-
ship objectifies religion and makes it something that
can be enjoyed because it is tangible. There is a
definiteness which enables the individual to organ-
ize his sentiments and ideals around actual experience.
Family worship is a means of definite
religious instruction made attractive by the partici-
pation of the entire family in the process. It does
away with the hesitancy and aloofness which sometimes
debars religious instruction in a definite lecture
manner*
^Coe, Social Theory of Religious Education
,
p. 223.
X4
The greatest advantage and reward for
the whole group is that it raises the whole level
6f thought and conduct of fami5.y life to the pinaole
of love and sacrifice, God is given a place and
the home becomes a holy place wherein strife, moral
delinquency, and baseness cannot enter because of
its sacredness to each member of the family,
3, The real need :
The real need of family worship is one
with the need of religious and moral education, namely
these forces to a great extent insure the perpetuity
of life's intrinsic values and the civilization of
modern times which is based largely on religious
motives, though, and sanction. A community in which
there are no churches soon lapses into rife immoral-
ity and social degeneration. The same people and
the same factors with a different attitude toward
life, obtained through religious influences, would
be vastly higher in morals, intellectual attainment,
and human good will. In the same sense the family
misses much that might be its own in love and happi-
iI
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ness if it neglects worship and devotion. Little jeal-
ousies, biskerings, misunderstandings, and even greater
troubles creep in and cause a lack of family solidarity,
failure to respect personality and the rights of others
,
and the inevitable divorce and juvenile waywardness which
such conditions breed.
If America is "the hope of the world", as many
post-war oratora and writers who are familiar with world
conditions
,
phrase it, then the hope of the world rests
back on that which makes America Great. Religious
education, the inculcating of moral ideals thru
religious teaching, is the hope of America. Without
it mediocrity, and worse, stares western civilization in
the gace, as it did Rome and Gree in the days of their
splendor. They allowed anti social practices and social
injustice to grow at the heart of their greatness.
Vi'eakened, they fell. V«eakened by the loss of the hard-
iness of early American life, the idealism of social iij;i-
provement and moral and religious sentiments, American
stands in a precarious position. The crime wave in
America will continue to be a "chronic conditon "or worse
unless a widespread and thorogoing system of religiuus
((I
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education can stem the rising tide of criir,e, Relig^
f ^ icu8 education, if it is to be thoroughly effective,
must begin in the feunily. The family i8 its
foundation. It is the pillar of citizenship, and
the entire superstructure of the whole social order.
Thus the need of family worship is paramount.
America is the hope of the world; religious education
is the hope of America, The religion of the family
is the hope of the success of religious education.

CHAPTER V
THE FAMILY AND THE CHURCH
A, Close Relation of the Church to the Hocie
.
B, Family Ideal in the Church.
C, Children uniting with the Church should be
the natural product of Family ?\nst ruction.

A. Close Relation of Church to Home
When home and the family are taken in religious
terms, the Vhurch becomes the closest of kin to the fam-
ily. Both the family and the church at?e engaged in the
enterprize of making the world better as a place to live
in by making its citizens better. The church and the
family cannot exist as separate, independent institutions.
The tuo can accomplish their ends best when they avoid
the error of useless and non-constructive criticism.
This is the same brand of folly as clubbing to death
one's best ally and protector. Tivisions between these
two institutions allow a fertile seed plot to exist
in which other non-religious and detrimental forces can
take root.
The family needs the support of the wider
public opinion of the composite church, which, like th«
family, is insistent on righteousness in all of life's
complexity. The family must have the church's
expert guidance and assistance in its program of
religious education, especially as the children grow
older and are-less under the immediate influences
of home and family. This larger group gives a

stimulus toward participation in religion to the
youth who must needs find expression. The church is
the weapon of the family for the securing' of better
social conditions which contribute directly and in-
directly to the formation of character and the forma-
tion of religious life and thought.
The purposes of the church and the
family being one, each should seek to promote the
other. These two great religious institutions should
see that their forces are never diminished by the lack
of harmony. Together should they work for the build-
ing of the Kingdom of God. Together they represent
the greatest power for righteousness, happiness and
progress obtainable among men. They are the army
of peace, the troops of a great leader, conquering
in bloodless conquest a world for a new ideal - the
Christian life.
B, Family Ideal in the Church.
The church is essentially one great
family, Basic in its genius is the fatherhood of
God and the brotherhood of all men. The church
is thus the home of famiilies. It is ideally pic-
tured as a great, divine family. When the church

is so regarded it oan organize and carry forward its
v/ork on a thoroughly democratic basis. Like the
ideal fair.ily democracy, the church has for its
reason for existence the producing of lives of
spiritual fulness. Persons are the concern of the
church, for their welfare the acJnanistration, and
even the physical equipment, such as buildings, and
the method of teaching are modified and adapted.
Then too, "in an institution existing to grow lives
the great principle of democracy and of the' family
will prevail, viz., that to the least we owe the
most. Just as the home gives its best to the little
child, so will the church place the child in the
midst." ^
The future church will be child-centered,
even as now programs of religious education in the
church and in the home are child-centric. The child
will hold the same place of importance in the church
as in the home. In him the future of the race, and
hence the future of religion, are bound up. The
family will be bound up with the church and the
children will be allowed to come to the Master as
^ Cope, Religious Education in the Fsjnily
, p. 203.
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He asked that they should. No wild oats will be
sov/n and no tares need be reaped because the youth
of the individual was spent v/ithout the protecting
bonds of the family, and its ally and protector -
the church.
The church mirrors the family. Those
who see in the church evils that should be remedied
must first heal themselves. The social status and
the attitudes of the existing order are reflected
in the church to a large degree. The family and
the church mutually interact upon each other. To
secure the ideal in either should mean to secure
it in both. The church miust play a large part in
the social readjustment of the fair.ily if it is to
play a part as a social and religious institution,
commensurate with its capabilities. The far.:ily
needs to keep the church active in its mission in
the world by a constant application of its powers
to problems of the social order.
i
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C, Children Uniting with the Church Bhould be a
natural product of the Far.iily Institution.
Despite various theological colorings, the
child belongs to God and is, therefore, attached to
the church as the great religious family. The child.
In a sense, "belongs to the church" and the church
belongs to him from his cradle days forward. In the
religious home the church will be taken as a matter of
course. From the time of infancy the child will be
be
taken to church and the church will/regarded by the
child as ic^ortant and a thing altogether natural and
desirable. As the child develop.es in this religious
atmosphere, it is quite natural that he will take an
increasing share in the life of the church. The parents
have dedicated the child to God, and a sense of unity
with the church grows out of this knowledge on the
part of the child.
The constant unfolding life of the child
needs to be accompanied step by step by church and
home religious instruction. If the church is to the
family a sort of larger home in which the fac:;ilies
of the community live lives of service and fellowship,
and seek to fulfil all the purposes of religion,

the child will be so constantly associated with the
church that he will regard it as his natural place
and seen to affiliate himself with it and remain one
its children.
New applications of religious truth,
new emphases in the light of sound educational and
sociological principles, and a new religious cons-
ciousness are being awakened in the family and by
it in the church. The church, as the sumrriation of
the forces of righteousness, will hold a larger
place in the family life of the future. Children
will be born in the church, be reared in it, and
become its leaders and supporters without the old
destructive and un-beautiful method of no training
through childhood and then, at mxiddle or late ado-
lescence, when an emiOtion shake-up is caused, a
turning about. The new way faces forward all thru
life. There are no wasted, blighted years.

CONCLUSION
((
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Conclusion-
It is a trite saying that, "we are living in a
great age". It is equally trite to say that, "This
is an age of progress". Both statements are born of
the complex, progressive life of the present ara.
In this modem period the family has met with new
experiences and problems and is seeking to adjust itself
to them. Democracy rests on the intelligence and moral
integrity of the people for its perpetiiity. 'ihe strength
of the nation is in well ordered and intelligent homes,
A family and a home are worth all the effort that
they demand. Home in one form or another is the great
objectrof life. This great institution demands the
constant thought and care of each generation, and
the application of all the knowlegc which human investigation
produces. The new family should apply all that ethics,
philosophy, sociology, psychology, the sciences and the
humanities have to offer to its welfare , and comfort
.
The new individualism is a good thing. Social
legislation bodes well, i^'eminism is a favorable omen.
But the most important of all is that each individual
understand his social and religious duties so that he
may fulfil more nobly his part in the cosmic scheme, aiid
earn for himself the evergreen wreath of human happiness
which comes only from the source of life itself. To such
an end the modern family should educate and socialize
I»
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its members in order that they may be actuated by relig
ious motives and high idealism, which will promote the
best interests of the life of the family and that of th
nation.
I(
C01.!PREHENSI\^ SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS
Chapter I; tKE FAMILY AlID THE SOCIAL REVOLUTION
The Twentieth Century gave to the world,
among other things, a new individualism, which is a
isrital tenet of democracy. Individualism and industrial
revolution resulted in lessening the autonomy of the
family. Women have shared in educational advantages
equal to those of men. They have also entered new
lines of work which have made them economically inde-
pendent.
The movement called Feminism, on the
part of women, to secure equality in every respect
has made for progress in America. The entrance of
women into the duties and responsibilitieB of citi-
zenship granted by equal suffrage has resulted in
valuable strides toward progress in a social and
cultural way. Feminism, however, presents a grave
danger if it should seek to underrnine the family by
placing women of ability in professions and business
careers to such an extent that they cannot be mothers.

At the present time the family is in s.
process of change. It is maladjusted to the new
social conditions. This produces lack, of harmony
in the family. Urban life is less conducive to
family solidarity than the village or country life
of a half century ago.
The marriage and birth rates present
problems of great social importance. People are
making marriage a matter of luxury, and the rearing
of children even more so. Illegitimacy and still
births should be done away with by a self-respecting
civilization. Decline in the rate of births is due
to the raising of the marriage age, the progress of
medicine and sanitation which requires fewer children
to be born in order to perpetuate the race, unfor-
tunate economic conditions, and the control of
fecundity.

Chapter II; SOCIAL LEGIbLATIOH ON BEHALF OF THE FAIvtlLY
The care and protection of motherhood
thru pensions and organized effort of various kinds,
is becoming a recognized duty and necessity for the
well being of society.,
Delinquents are being dealt with on the
basis of good psychology and sound social practice.
Families of deserters are being better cared for
through the court and social agencies. Improvements
are needed in the procedure of the Courts, to facili-
tate the reduction of cases of desertion. The
Juvenile delinquent is being treated in a manner
designed for his welfare. The causes of ;juvenile
delinquency are matters of environmental factors,
to a large extent. Legislation should preclude
the shOTifing of movies which teach crim and immorality
to children.
Marriage laws between the various states
vary so widely that they approach no law at all.
Common-law marriage should not be recognized by any
state. Laws should be the same for every state.
Ml
Increasing popularity, and facilitation
in the obtaining of divorces, makes them widespread
in the United States. It approaches licensed sexiial
promiscuity, and they have no reason sufficiently
valid for their granting, in the majority of cases.
Proposals of reform in marriage and divorce laws
would do away with existing evils by striking at
their roots.

Chapter III:
^IT INTERPRETATION OF THE FAMILY
The ultimate perpetuity of the present
civilization is in the teaching of idealism and
morality and religion by the family. The family
exists for the perpetuation of the species and the
transmitting of the physical and social heritage
of the race. The family is the great oppportunity
for service that comes to every individual. The
faniily of today was developed from early times
by religious motives. The teachings of Jesus elevated
the farriily and womanhood, although the interpretations
of theology have at times been linfortunate in that
they have produced aceticism and celebacy. Chruchea
of today are abrest of social evolution.
Homie is the only place where social
education and m.oral ajid religious training are
obtainable in labratory form, and with unbiased
and unfettered m^eans. The separation of church
and state miakes possible very little, if any, in-
struction in religious m.atters in the public schools.
The church itself should be looked upon as, and ren-
der its services as, a large family composed of a
r(
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community of famildbs. As such it will provide help
and instruction which the families need, both indiv
ally and collectively. **
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Chapter IV: THE MEANING MD FIINCTION OF RELIGIOUii EDUCATION
i:\ THE FA^IILY.
Religious education is the introduction of
control into experience l6y means of the concept of a
personal God. Such education is for the purpose of
making the individual habitually will righteousness
and yielding thus a religious person. It aims to
build character.
The home is the best place to inclucate
ideals into the mental fibre of the young generation.
Schools can not prevent cTime waves. They do make
educated criminals. To the family falls the task of
building noble character, for to no other institution
or group is the youth so intimately or vitally
attached.
The home must develop and guide the early
tendencies in the life of the child. Religion finds a
natural place in the nature of the growing child.
Faniily worship is net difficult to conduct, and is a
natural and enjoyable function of the family groups
It objectifies religion and gives a means of definite
religious expression and Instruction to the children.
It raises the level of the conduct of each member
r
Chapter V: THE FAMILY AND THE CHURCH.
When a home and the family are taken in
religious terms the church is necessarily the next in
kin to thera« The family and the church can be recipro-
cal in their mutual advances and efforts. The church
is an ideal family with G'od as the Father and mankind
as brothers. The church is thus becoming child cen-
tered and adapting much of its programi to achieve
great social and religious values. Children uniting
with the church will be natural in a church built
about the child and composed of faiLilies. The church
will keep pace with the ever unfolding life of the
c hild. Children of the future, if the church is
active, will be born in the church and reared in it.
There will be no lack of religion or controversies as
to its place. It will have demonstrated itself in
the child's life.
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